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”Those who think they know never learn.“
from the Tao Te Ching

Abstract
Large collections of historical document images have been collected by
companies and government institutions for decades. More recently, these
collections have been made available to a larger public via the Internet.
However, to make accessing them truly useful, the contained images need to
be made readable and searchable. One step in that direction is document
image binarization, the separation of text foreground from page background.
This separation makes the text shown in the document images easier to
process by humans and other image processing algorithms alike. While
reasonably well working binarization algorithms exist, it is not sufficient to
just being able to perform the separation of foreground and background well.
This separation also has to be achieved in an efficient manner, in terms of
execution time, but also in terms of training data used by machine learning
based methods. This is necessary to make binarization not only theoretically
possible, but also practically viable.
In this thesis, we explore different ways to achieve efficient binarization in
terms of execution time by improving the implementation and the algorithm
of a state-of-the-art binarization method. We find that parameter prediction,
as well as mapping the algorithm onto the graphics processing unit (GPU)
help to improve its execution performance. Furthermore, we propose a
binarization algorithm based on recurrent neural networks and evaluate the
choice of its design parameters with respect to their impact on execution time
and binarization quality. Here, we identify a trade-off between binarization
quality and execution performance based on the algorithm’s footprint size
and show that dynamically weighted training loss tends to improve the
binarization quality. Lastly, we address the problem of training data efficiency
by evaluating the use of interactive machine learning for reducing the required
amount of training data for our recurrent neural network based method. We
show that user feedback can help to achieve better binarization quality with
less training data and that visualized uncertainty helps to guide users to
give more relevant feedback.
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1
Introduction
It has never been easier to access historical documents than now, since
different companies and government institutions provide access to high
resolution color images of historical documents to a broad public via the
Internet. Different document image analysis techniques aim to further
improve this access by means of image binarization [1–3], i.e., separation of
text foreground from page background, to make images more readable, or
word spotting [4–6] or image transcription [7–9] to make them searchable.
However, developing these techniques is a challenging task, due to common
degradations in historical documents, such as faded ink, bleed through, stains,
or general irregularities in those documents, as well as large variations in
appearance of documents from different document collections, as illustrated
in Figure 1.1.
Furthermore, it is not enough for algorithms to produce reasonable
results on the aforementioned tasks. To be truly useful to companies and
government institutions which possess vast collections of document images,
those algorithms need to perform fast to be able to process the given
collections in a reasonable amount of time. Another challenge for the
application of document image analysis techniques in practice is that most
used algorithms, especially those based on machine learning, require ground
truth samples from the target image collection to tune the algorithm’s
parameters or train the algorithm to perform well on this target collection.
However, ground truth samples are generally not available and costly to
acquire which limits or prevents the application of those algorithms in
practice.
This thesis focuses on the task of document image binarization and
addresses the two aforementioned challenges, i.e., improved execution performance and dealing with missing training data for specific image collections.
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(a) Faded ink and bleedthrough.

(b) Stains covering parts of the text.

(c) Irregularily faded ink.

(d) Palm leaf manuscript.

Figure 1.1: Common image degradations in images of historical documents. Images from different binarization datasets of paper-based documents in European
languages [10, 11] and from Balinese palm leaf manuscripts [12].

While we address the first challenge using heterogeneous computing and
parameter prediction, the second challenge is addressed using interactive
machine learning (iML).

1.1

Thesis Scope

In this thesis, we focus on one particular document analysis task, namely
document image binarization. This task was chosen since it poses nontrivial challenges on the one hand, but on the other hand has already

2
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solutions, which produce a reasonable binarization quality. This makes
image binarization an interesting research subject, which lends itself to the
optimizations targeted in this thesis, i.e., increased execution performance
and reduced training set size. Additionally, image binarization has practical
relevance, since it improves readability for human readers, but is also an
important pre-processing step for more high-level document analysis tasks,
such as word spotting or transcription.
Furthermore, this thesis is concerned only with the binarization of images
of historical documents, both handwritten and printed. We limit our scope
to historical documents, since those documents present the most challenges
to image binarization. However, while printed text poses less challenges
to document analysis in general, due to its higher regularity, we include
it in the scope of this thesis, since many historical documents include a
combination of handwritten and printed text. This is especially true for
historical church records in Sweden, which have commonly been written by
hand into pre-printed books since 1860 [13].
Another general limitation placed on the scope of this thesis is that only
publicly available datasets for image binarization are used in the different
studies. While this is good in terms of comparability to other state-of-theart approaches, it restricts the conclusions, which can be drawn from the
conducted experiments. For example, most images in these datasets are small
in comparison to the high resolution images possessed by companies, which
needs to be considered when making a realistic assessment of an algorithm’s
execution performance. Furthermore, most available binarization datasets
aim to be as diverse as possible to test the generalizability of the proposed
binarization algorithms. While this is a good approach in general, it limits the
amount of available homogeneous datasets, which are required for evaluating
our approaches towards reduced training set sizes.

1.2

Research Questions

Given these limitations, the first research question we aim to answer is:
RQ I: What are possible ways to speed up a state-of-the-art binarization
algorithm?
This research question is addressed in Chapter 6, which aims to answer
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the research question by selecting a state-of-the-art binarization algorithm
and evaluating different approaches to improve the execution performance of
this algorithm. The algorithm selected in this study is Howe’s binarization
algorithm [2] and the main ideas pursued to increase its execution speed
are to divide the algorithm’s execution between the central processing unit
(CPU) and the graphics processing unit (GPU), and to replace a time
consuming parameter tuning approach with a faster parameter prediction.
The second research question addressed in this thesis is:
RQ II: Are recurrent neural networks a viable alternative to traditional
image processing methods and convolutional neural networks in image binarization?
Chapter 7 aims to answer this question by proposing a recurrent neural
network (RNN) based binarization algorithm. This study evaluates different
design parameters, such as input size or training approach to identify an
algorithm design, which produces binarization results of comparable quality
to other state-of-the-art approaches with a reasonable execution time.
With help of the RNN based binarization algorithm developed to answer
the previous research question, this thesis aims to answer following question:
RQ III: Can user provided feedback reduce the number of training samples
needed to fine-tune a neural network based binarization algorithm to a new
dataset?
This question is addressed in Chapter 8, which aims to answer the
question by evaluating different strategies for providing training data using
iML. The goal of this evaluation is to identify strategies, which reduce the
amount of training data needed to train a base model for binarization to
perform well on a previously unseen homogeneous collection of historical
document images. The three main strategies explored in this thesis to select
training samples are random selection, user selection and user selection
guided by model uncertainty.

4
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1.3

Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: Background In this chapter, we provide a short review of
relevant background knowledge including image binarization (Section 2.2),
heterogeneous computing (Section 2.3) and interactive machine learning
(Section 2.4). Furthermore, we discuss related work (Section 2.5) to place
this thesis in a broader research context.
Chapter 3: Research Methodology Chapter 3 presents the research methodology employed in this thesis to approach the formulated research questions.
Furthermore, it discusses the associated limitations of the chosen methodology and details possible threats to the validity of the drawn conclusions.
Chapter 4: Results Here, we summarize the results of the three different
studies, which were conducted to answer the research questions. We present
the results of Chapter 6 in Section 4.1, the results of Chapter 7 in Section 4.2,
and the results of Chapter 8 in Section 4.3.
Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work This chapter concludes the
thesis by summarizing its relevant findings and discussing possible future
work to be undertaken in the pursuit of resource efficient document image
binarization.

5
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2
Background
2.1

Research Context

The research conducted in this thesis intersects with several different disciplines. In order to discuss those disciplines and their relation to this
thesis in a principled way, we group them into different levels, as shown in
Figure 2.1. For this division, we use the levels of Marr’s tri-level hypothesis
for information processing systems [14].
The topmost level in Marr’s model is the computational level, which is
concerned with the actual task of the information processing system. In
this thesis, this task is image binarization, which is a document analysis and
recognition task with the aim to benefit the digital humanities. As such, the
work in this thesis lies in the intersection of these two disciplines.
The middle level is the algorithmic level, which is responsible for processing the provided information in a suitable manner to accomplish the
task of the system. We approach the higher level task of image binarization
with the help of algorithms from the fields of computer vision and machine
learning. Thus, our research is carried out in the context of these two fields,
and is part of their respective parent fields pattern recognition and artificial
intelligence.
At its lowest level, i.e., the physical or implementation level, Marr’s
model is concerned with the physical realization of the information processing
system. In this discussion, we extend this idea from the physical hardware
to the field of parallel computing, since we view the implementation of the
chosen algorithm for a particular parallel hardware as part of its physical
realization. In this way, our search for efficient parallel implementations of
image binarization algorithms can be seen as part of this level.
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Thesis

b

Digital
Humanities

b

Computer
Vision

Document
Analysis
and
Recognition

Machine
Learning

Computational Level

Algorithmic Level

Pattern
Recognition
Artificial Intelligence

b

Parallel
Computing

Implementation Level

Figure 2.1: Research context of this thesis.

In the following paragraphs, we describe all mentioned research areas,
which form the research context of this thesis.
Digital Humanities The field of digital humanities is a relatively new,
loosely defined field, which is characterized by the humanities’ engagement
with information technology [15]. In order to consolidate the field, different
typologies have been proposed. For example, Svensson [15] subdivides the
digital humanities into five different types based on their mode of engagement
with technology. These types view information technology as a tool, as a
study object, as an expressive medium, as an exploratory laboratory, or as
an activist venue. Based on this typology, one can see that the topic of this
thesis lies within the digital humanities, which engage with technology by
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using it as a tool for humanities’ research.
Document Analysis and Recognition The aim of document analysis and
recognition is to extract information originally intended for humans from
paper [16]. As such, this field has a wide area of applications ranging from
processing historical documents over office documents, such as forms, letters,
or invoices, to music scores and technical drawings. This thesis focuses on
the document analysis and recognition tasks, which deal with historical
documents, in particular image binarization. While binarization does not
directly extract high level information from a document, it serves as a useful
pre-processing step to simplify further processing.
Machine Learning According to Flach, machine learning is “the systematic
study of algorithms and systems that improve their knowledge or performance
with experience” [17]. This definition is similar to Mitchell’s definition for
learning in computer programs, which states: “A computer program is
said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and
performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P,
improves with experience E.” [18]. Thus, the key idea of machine learning is
that the algorithm to solve a certain task is not given by a programmer, but
is instead learned from data. This is particularly useful when there is no
obvious way to design an algorithm, which can solve the task in a robust
way. By using machine learning, it is then possible to design a system, which
can adapt to given real world data, such as images of historical documents.
Computer Vision The field of computer vision aims to “describe the world
that we see in one or more images and to reconstruct its properties, such
as shape, illumination, and color distributions” [19]. Therefore, extracting
information from images is an important part of computer vision, which
is used in most document analysis and recognition tasks. For example,
document image binarization is a specific case of the more general computer
vision task of semantic segmentation.
Pattern Recognition At a more general level, computer vision is just one
part of the larger field of pattern recognition. This field is generally concerned
with “the act of taking in raw data and making an action based on the
’category’ of the pattern” [20]. As this raw data is not restricted to images,
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pattern recognition is applied to a large range of different types of input
data, such as audio signals, traffic data or stock market changes.
Artificial Intelligence Russel and Norvig [21] discuss four approaches to
artificial intelligence. These approaches focus on acting humanly, thinking
humanly, thinking rationally and acting rationally respectively. The two
dimensions of this classification are thinking and acting, as well as human
behavior and rational behavior. While thinking focuses on internal thought
processes, which can either mimic human thought or follow strict logical
rules, acting focuses on displayed behavior, which is either indistinguishable
from human behavior or aimed at rational action, which achieves the best
expected outcome given the current knowledge. For all these approaches to
artificial intelligence, it is important for the intelligent system to interface
with the outside world. Thus, pattern recognition, as well as vision are
relevant skills for an intelligent system and are therefore part of the wider
field of artificial intelligence. Similarly, learning and adapting behavior
are signs of intelligent behavior, which makes machine learning another
important sub-field of artificial intelligence.
Parallel Computing The field of parallel computing is concerned with
programs, which solve a given problem through the cooperation of closely
coupled tasks [22]. This entails that the tasks to solve a problem are
executed simultaneously on multiple processing units, which are physically
close to each other, as well as that information is exchanged between the
different tasks. In this way, it is generally possible to achieve a higher
execution performance, which is often necessary to make approaches in
artificial intelligence, pattern recognition, computer vision and machine
learning practically feasible.

2.2

Image Binarization

Image binarization is an image analysis task with the goal to separate
text foreground from page background. It can also be viewed as semantic
segmentation problem [23–25] limited to two semantic classes, i.e., text
foreground and page background. Thus, the task is to label each pixel in
an image as either foreground or background pixel. Figure 2.2 shows an
example for such a labeling together with its original input image.

10
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(a) Original image

(b) Binarized image

Figure 2.2: Binarization example for one image from a binarization competition
dataset [11].

The produced separation between foreground and background is useful to
human audiences, since it simplifies reading and thus reduces the cognitive
load on the reader, leaving them with more mental resources to decipher the
actual text. This applies also to other high level image analysis tasks, such as
word spotting, i.e., finding certain words in a collection of document images,
and image transcription, i.e., the conversion of handwritten to digital text.
For these tasks, image binarization is often used as pre-processing step, since
it simplifies the underlying recognition problem.
Regardless if the binarization results will be used by human readers or
other document analysis algorithms, it is of utmost importance that the
separation is done correctly. If foreground pixels are erroneously labeled as
background, characters or whole words may disappear from the text. On
the other hand, background pixels erroneously labeled as foreground may
add so much noise to the binarization output, that the actual text becomes
illegible.
However, the correct labeling of pixels is challenging due to commonly
present image degradations, such as faded ink and ink bleeding through
from the other side of the page, as illustrated in Figure 1.1a on page 2.
Other challenges for image binarization are stains covering parts of the text,
shown in Figure 1.1b, or general irregularities in the documents caused by
unequal deterioration of the document, for example, unevenly faded ink, as
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illustrated in Figure 1.1c. All of these challenges can make it difficult for
a binarization algorithm to label image pixels correctly. For example, text
bleed through may easily be mistaken for text foreground, while faded ink
may appear as background noise rather than text.
Ultimately, image binarization suffers from a version of Sayre’s paradox [7], which makes correct binarization as difficult as character or even
arbitrary shape recognition. Sayre’s paradox states that recognition of
cursive handwriting cannot be performed without segmenting the different characters from each other, while the characters cannot be segmented
without recognizing them. Similarly, text cannot be separated from background without recognizing the text, while text cannot be recognized without
separating it from the background.
In order to overcome these challenges, several heuristic algorithms have
been proposed, which aim to perform image binarization without attempting
to recognize the binarized text. The most well known algorithms are the
ones by Otsu [26], Niblack [27] and Sauvola et al. [1]. While these algorithms
perform well in simple cases, their binarization quality drops significantly
when the input images become more challenging. This is frequently shown
in the biennial Document Image Binarization Contest (DIBCO) [11, 28–30]
and the biennial Handwritten Document Image Binarization Contest (HDIBCO) [10, 31–33], which use Otsu’s and Sauvola et al.’s algorithms as
baseline algorithms. These baselines are commonly outperformed by more
advanced binarization algorithms, such as the ones by Howe [2], Su et al. [34]
or Kligler and Tal [33].
However, in recent years, deep learning based methods have become the
state-of-the-art in image binarization. Especially variants of convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), such as fully convolutional neural networks [35],
or deep supervised networks [3] have been successfully used for image binarization. Another CNN variant, called u-nets, won the latest DIBCO
competition [30], and while less successful, recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
have also been applied to the task of image binarization [36]. One thing
all of these approaches have in common and what distinguishes them from
previous heuristic algorithms is that they carry the potential to address
Sayre’s paradox by learning to recognize character shapes while learning the
actual binarization task.
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2.3

Heterogeneous Computing

The term heterogeneous computing describes a programming paradigm,
which distributes computations to be performed to processors of different
processor types to efficiently solve one task. Common processor types are
central processing units (CPUs) and graphics processing units (GPUs), which
could be employed by a heterogeneous program to solve parts of the needed
computations on the CPU and other parts on the GPU.
The general advantage of this distribution of computation is that a program can exploit the inter processor parallelism to achieve a faster completion
of the task at hand. This potential increase in execution performance can
further be improved by making use of available intra processor parallelization
capabilities. In this way, a computational task can be broken down into
sub-tasks, which can be solved on different processors most suitable for the
respective sub-task. Furthermore, the execution performance of each of
these sub-tasks can be further improved by breaking them down into smaller
tasks and utilizing the capabilities for parallel execution available on the
respective processor type.
While heterogeneous computing can yield significant execution performance improvements, it also introduces more challenges, which have to be
addressed. One challenge, implied by the paradigm, is the heterogeneity of
processor types. Thus, to make full use of the heterogeneous platform, one
needs to be aware of the different strengths and weaknesses of the different
processor types to use them in an ideal way. For example, as shown in
Figure 2.3, CPUs have rather large caches and control units, which allow
them to efficiently handle workloads with high variability in terms of computations to be executed at a given point in time. On the other hand, due
to this added flexibility, CPUs have fewer Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs)
than GPUs, which limits their capability to parallelize task execution. In
contrast, GPUs have large numbers of ALUs, which allow highly parallel
data processing. However, as shown in Figure 2.3, this increased number
of parallel processing units comes at the cost of control unit and cache size.
Therefore, GPUs are more suitable for highly parallel data processing with
fixed execution paths, while CPUs are more suitable for data processing,
which requires more flexible execution paths.
Another challenge introduced by heterogeneous computing is the handling
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of a heterogeneous platform with one CPU and one GPU.

of data transfers between different processor types. While the CPU is closely
connected to a computer’s main memory and has large caches to hide
potential memory access latencies, this is not the case for other processor
types. For example, GPUs have their own global memory with relatively
high data transfer latencies between the GPU memory and the main memory.
Therefore, it is important to optimize the data transfers needed to perform
a certain task, so that the gained performance through parallel execution on
the GPU is not negated by the introduced data transfer latencies.
Heterogeneous computing also introduces more practical challenges, such
as programming and orchestrating the interaction of a range of different
processor types. While it is possible to program different processor types
using the respective vendor’s Application Programming Interface (API),
such as NVIDIA’s CUDA1 , there is also a more unified approach, namely the
OpenCL standard [37]. This standard for heterogeneous computing allows
to program different processor types from different vendors using the same
high level API.

1
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Figure 2.4: General iML algorithm structure.

2.4

Interactive Machine Learning

The general idea of interactive machine learning (iML), as described in
the literature [38, 39], is to give external agents the possibility to improve
the performance of a machine learning model on a specific task through
interaction. Therefore, we adapt Mitchell’s definition of machine learning [18]
for iML as follows:
Definition 1. A computer program is said to learn through interaction I with
an external agent A with respect to some class of tasks T and performance
measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves
through interaction I with A.
On a general level, iML algorithms consist of 4 main components, which
operate together to achieve performance improvements through interaction.
At its core, an iML algorithm contains a basic learning mechanism and its
respective model, the Learning Mechanism and the Internal Model. This
is extended by the External Interface and the Feedback Interpreter, which
enable the external agent to directly or indirectly influence the model. The
relations between these 4 components are illustrated in Figure 2.4 and their
characteristics are described in the following.
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Internal Model As in machine learning in general, the internal model is
the representation of what has been learned so far through the processing
of training data by the learning algorithm. This could be, for example,
the decision trees built by a decision tree algorithm, the weights and layer
configurations in a neural network or the probabilities derived by a Bayesian
algorithm. While the model in machine learning is only modified by the
learning algorithm that constructed it, in iML, the model is also influenced
directly or indirectly by the external agent. For example in the work by
Endert et al. [40], the internal model is the created force-directed graph [41],
which is used to group together documents with similar content by representing shared keywords as edges between document nodes. These edges
exert attractive or repulsive force on the nodes, which leads to a grouping
based on content similarity. The created model is modified directly by the
user highlighting new keywords, and thus creating new connections between
documents, or linking documents, which increases the importance of all
shared keywords.
Learning Mechanism The incorporated learning mechanism constructs the
internal model based on training data and uses the learned model to perform
the respective learning task. Additionally, the algorithm can be used by the
external agent to indirectly influence the model either by providing input
to the algorithm, for instance, in form of labeled data, or by modifying its
parameters. For example, by changing the split criterion of a decision tree
algorithm or the learning rate of a neural network optimizer, an external
agent could influence how the learning mechanism updates its model from
the moment the change was performed. However, the most common use
of the learning mechanism is to alter the internal model indirectly through
additional training data. This approach is followed, for example, by Heimerl
et al. [42], who train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [43] to classify
documents as relevant or not relevant. Users are involved in improving this
classification by viewing a visualization of documents close to the decision
boundary and selecting additional documents to label.
External Interface This component conceptualizes what the external agent
should give feedback on and receives this feedback. In case the agent is
given direct influence on the internal model, the external interface provides
a representation of the internal model to the external agent to receive the
agent’s model changes. For instance, the external interface could visualize
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the currently built decision tree to let the agent change threshold values or
used features in a specific node, or the interface could output the currently
assumed probabilities for different features to let the agent modify these
values. In case of indirect agent influence, the external interface provides a
representation of the internal algorithm’s parameters or of the model output
to the external agent to receive its feedback. The external interface could,
for example, let an external agent select the splitting criterion of a decision
tree algorithm or require the agent to correct the output produced with the
currently learned internal model. It is important to note that the external
interface is responsible only for the conceptualization of the feedback target
and for receiving the feedback and not for carrying out changes using this
feedback. One example for this is the user interface provided by Lu et al. [44],
which displays the current result of their bleedthrough removal algorithm
for one image pair along with regions of algorithm uncertainty. This aims at
guiding the user to label suitable pixels as either foreground, background or
bleedthrough to improve the algorithm’s performance.
Feedback Interpreter The responsibility for taking the agent’s feedback
and converting it into changes of the internal model, the learning mechanism
or the input to the learning mechanism lies with the feedback interpreter.
The conversion performed by this component can be as simple as directly
forwarding the agent’s input to the respective target or as complex as
transforming the provided feedback into a form, which induces the change
in the target component with the highest performance improvement. In the
case that an external agent can directly influence the model, for instance, by
changing threshold values in a decision tree node, the feedback interpreter
would simply have to forward the new threshold values to the respective node.
On the other hand, when receiving feedback based on the model output,
the interpreter would have to transform this feedback either directly into
model changes or into input data for the learning mechanism to indirectly
change the model in the best possible way, given the provided feedback.
The approach by Awasthi et al. [45], for example, receives as user feedback
information about whether or not a cluster should be split, or if two clusters
should be merged. This simple feedback is then translated into a change of
the current clustering by constructing a global average-linking tree based
on the similarity between instances. This tree is then used to identify
suitable parent nodes to be used for splitting or merging the instances in
their subsequent leaves. In this way, the internal model is changed using
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high level feedback received from the external interface.
Clearly, the external interface and the feedback interpreter are the
most important components in an iML algorithm by carrying the main
responsibility for conceptualizing the feedback target and transforming the
agent provided feedback into model changes beneficial for the respective
learning task. Finding appropriate conceptualizations and transformations
are the fundamental challenges in interactive machine learning.

2.5

Related Work

The three main areas of research in this thesis are time efficient image
binarization, binarization using neural networks and interactive machine
learning for binarization. In the following, we give a short overview over
relevant work related to these three areas.
Time Efficient Binarization For increasing the execution performance of
a binarization algorithm, there are two main directions to pursue. On the
one hand, one can improve the algorithm itself and on the other hand, one
can parallelize its execution.
In pursuit of the former approach, Shafait et al. [46] have reduced the
time complexity of Sauvola’s binarization algorithm [1] with the help of
integral images. Another strategy has been followed by Pai et al. [47], as
well as by Hung and Ruan [48]. Both works segment a given image into
suitable patches of variable size, which are then either assigned a uniform
label, in case of foreground or background only patches, or binarized using
Otsu’s binarization algorithm [26]. In this way, the authors can make use
of the fast execution performance of Otsu’s algorithm while avoiding its
drawback of being able to find only a global threshold.
So far however, the strategy of parameter prediction for improving an
algorithm’s execution performance, as pursued in this thesis, has not been
studied. While there are other studies, which use machine learning to predict
the parameters of a binarization algorithm, such as the work by Cheriet et
al. [49], those studies do not consider the algorithm’s execution time.
In pursuit of the second approach, increased execution performance
through parallelization, many studies have focused on re-implementing
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existing binarization algorithms for the GPU. For example, Soua et al. [50]
implement their k-means clustering based binarization algorithm [51] for the
GPU by performing the required clustering steps on the GPU. Other GPU
implementations for the binarization algorithms by Otsu [26], Niblack [27],
and Sauvola and Pietikäinen [1] have been proposed by Singh et al. [52–54].
These implementations parallelize the respective algorithm on a pixel level
by processing each pixel in a separate GPU thread.
While all these approaches aim to increase the execution performance
using GPU programming, they do not evaluate the possibility to make use
of CPU and GPU simultaneously. Chen et al. [55], who implement the
approach by Shafait et al. [46] for the GPU, mention considerations for
implementing the computation of the integral image on the CPU instead of
the GPU. However, they do not evaluate these options.
Neural Network based Binarization Most binarization approaches using
neural networks have been focused on variations of CNNs. Pastor-Pellicer et
al. [56], for example, use standard CNNs [57] to classify each image pixel as
foreground or background based on its local surroundings. Tensmeyer and
Martinez, on the other hand, use fully convolutional neural networks [58], a
specific version of CNNs, for this task. Another variant of CNNs is employed
by Vo et al. [3], who use deeply supervised neural networks [59], which are
trained by computing and backpropagating an error signal not only at the
last layer, but also at intermediate layers.
In contrast to these approaches, only the work by Afzal et al. [36] uses
RNNs for image binarization. While this work is an initial step towards
evaluating the suitability of RNNs for binarization, more research is needed
to improve binarization quality and execution performance.
Interactive Document Analysis One common form of iML in document
analysis is the use of relevance feedback [60] for information retrieval tasks,
such as word spotting. For example, the works by Bhardwaj et al. [61],
Kesidis et al. [62], and Rusiñol and Lladós [63] use different strategies to
improve the retrieval result for a given query word based on user feedback.
However, these approaches aim at improving only the particular query and
not the overall performance of the retrieval system.
Similarly, the work by Huang et al. [64] utilizes user feedback to improve
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bleedthrough removal only for one given problem instance. In this case, the
problem instance is an image pair of the front and backside of a page, which
is used to remove present bleedthrough by aligning the two sides of the page.
In contrast to previously mentioned work, the method by Carton et al. [65]
aims to utilize user interaction to build a robust document recognition system
for a collection of document images. In this system, the user selects and
adjusts logical rules, which were proposed by the system based on analyzing
the training dataset.
Notwithstanding the discussed approaches for interactive document analysis, we are not aware of any present research on iML for improving the
overall binarization performance for a given dataset.
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Research Methodology
3.1

Science and Engineering

Before discussing the research methodology of this thesis, it is worthwhile to
discuss the boundary between science and engineering. This is particularly
important, since applied research in computer science, as pursued in this
thesis, lies close to this boundary. Thus, a clear distinction between science
and engineering is necessary to inform the pursuit of possible research
directions and to ensure that efforts are directed at scientific contributions.
Eric Drexler, often described as the founding father of nanotechnology,
argues in his book “Radical Abundance: How a Revolution in Nanotechnology
Will Change Civilization” [66] that science and engineering differ at a
fundamental level, since science focuses on inquiry, while engineering focuses
on design. He further characterizes science as seeking for unique, correct
and generally applicable theories, which allow precise predictions and which
are disproven if a single prediction fails. Engineering on the other hand
seeks many alternative design options and favors designs, which are tailored
to a particular case, robust against error and are validated as soon as one
working solution is found.
From this general characterization of science as inquiry based and engineering as design based, one can see that applied computer science research
is guided by engineering in that an initial design for a solution of a real
world problem consisting of known or conceivable components serves as
base to inform the choice of possible research directions. For example, one
possible solution design to the problem of document image transcription is
a pipeline consisting of image pre-processing, layout analysis, line segmentation, character recognition and language model based error correction. Such
a design allows to characterize each involved component based on its desired
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functionality and properties. If such components are already available, the
problem becomes purely an engineering problem, while scientific inquiry is
required if such components do not exist. Thus, engineering can help in
applied computer science research to identify knowledge gaps, which then
need to be filled through scientific inquiry.
Another distinction between science and engineering, which is relevant for
applied computer science research, is that science aims to formulate general
theories, while engineering aims for solutions tailored to a specific problem.
Thus, a solution, which exploits a specific property of a particular dataset
may be worthwhile from an engineering point of view, but does not qualify as
sufficient scientific contribution. Therefore, to make contributions to science,
inquiry needs to be directed at general solutions, which are applicable to a
wide range of similar problems.

3.2

The Scientific Method

After establishing the border between science and engineering, we can now
further clarify what is meant by science and the scientific method in general.
However, already defining the nature of science is a non trivial task, which
has occupied the philosophy of science for millennia. Therefore, we will
give here only a short overview over different explanation approaches for
the nature of science, based on Alan Chalmers’ introductory book on the
philosophy of science [67]. This overview will lead us to a contemporary
understanding and justification of science and scientific methodology, which
is adhered to in this thesis.
Inductivism An inductivist view on science supposes that scientific knowledge is derived from observable facts. This means that higher level knowledge
is logically deduced from repeatable and unbiased observations, which can
then be used in further logical deductions. Ignoring all the issues with
observable facts, such as the dependency of observations on the observer’s
pre-existing knowledge, inductivism is faced with the problem that it is not
possible to logically deduce generalized statements from observations. A
common example for this problem is that of a turkey who has been fed by a
farmer every day so far. The turkey may therefore be tempted to deduce
that this feeding will continue - a hypothesis, which is bound to be proven
wrong on Thanksgiving.
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Falsificationism Falsificationism, as promoted by Karl Popper, avoids this
inability to derive general theories from facts, by formulating the theory first
and then making directed observations with the aim to falsify the proposed
theory. This demands that a theory is formulated in such a way that is
actually falsifiable. For example, the statement “tomorrow, the weather will
be the same as today or different” is not falsifiable, while the statement
“tomorrow, it will be sunny” is. Therefore, a good theory is by design
falsifiable, but not actually shown to be false. However, one issue with this
view on science is that it assumes that a theory is shown to be false if an
observation is made, which contradicts this theory. This can be an issue,
because there are two possible explanations for such a contradiction. Either
the theory is false or the observation is incorrect, incomplete or a peculiar
special case, and it is not always obvious which of these two possibilities is
true. Thus under this paradigm, a theory may be discarded prematurely,
the moment that falsifying evidence is observed.
Against Method Both, Inductivism and Falsificationism, attempt to give
an account of science, which emphasizes the special status of science and
characterizes a scientific method, which, if adhered to, makes a given activity
scientific. This idea of a universal scientific method is opposed to by Paul
Feyerabend, who argues that there is nothing special about science and that
the only general rule followed by commonly appreciated scientific discoveries
is: “anything goes”. Further, he stresses the danger of the idea that there is
one true scientific method, as it carries a dogmatism with the ability to stifle
scientific progress, as shown by the previous dogma of the church. While it
is certainly true that open ended scientific endeavor requires an openness to
improving and refining the applied methods and standards, one has to be
wary of the relativism contained in this philosophy. Taken to its extreme, as
advocated by Feyerabend, this relativism makes it impossible to distinguish
between astronomy and astrology, which is arguably an important distinction
to make.
New Experimentalism In contrast to Inductivism, Experimentalism, as
promoted by Deborah Mayo, uses experiments rather than observations as
the foundation for scientific knowledge. However, it allows generalization
from experimental results into derived theories, with the condition that those
derived theories are severely tested. This means that further experiments
are performed, which would likely fail if the theory was false. In this sense,
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Experimentalism is related to Falsificationism in that it seeks to falsify its
theories. In contrast to Falsificationism however, Experimentalism does
not simply discard the theory and moves on, but appreciates the error as
previously unknown effect, which can be used to refine the existing theory.
Experimentalism stresses the fact that experiments need not be, and in fact
have not always been, motivated by existing theory, but instead advocates
that theory should be closely derived from experiments just to the degree as
supported by experimental results. This however bears the problem that it
does not leave room for high-level theories and theory inspired experiments.

3.3

Employed Research Methodology

In this thesis, we follow an engineering approach to select our research
direction and to characterize the properties of a valid solution, for example,
fast and accurate image binarization. The carried out inquiry is then directed
at solutions, which are applicable to a wide range of textual document images.
Pursuing this inquiry, we follow mostly the scientific method advocated by
the New Experimentalism, as we start from theories derived from previous
experiments and expand or refine them through further experimentation.
The employed research methodology of this thesis is purely empirical using
only quantitative methods.
In general, we answer the research questions of this thesis by evaluating
different alternative approaches with respect to binarization quality and
execution time. For this evaluation, we use publicly available datasets and
measure binarization quality and execution time as detailed below. The
obtained results are then analyzed using appropriate statistical tests.
Binarization Quality One important assessment used in answering all research questions is the measurement of the binarization quality. This is
done by comparing the ground truth binarization result of an image with
the binarization result produced by the algorithm under investigation. The
measurement of binarization quality, as result of this comparison, is achieved
using four standard measures. Those measures are F-Measure (FM), pseudo
F-Measure (Fps ) [68], Distance Reciprocal Distortion Metric (DRD) [69] and
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR).
FM is derived from the counts of true positives (TPs), false positives
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(FPs) and false negatives (FNs), which are used to compute precision and
recall. In image binarization, TPs refers to foreground pixels, which were
correctly labeled as such. Similarly, FPs are background pixels classified as
foreground, and FNs are foreground pixels classified as background. These
pixel counts are combined into precision and recall as follows:
TP
TP + FP
TP
recall =
TP + FN

precision =

(3.1)
(3.2)

Then, FM is computed as the harmonic mean of these two measures:

FM =

2 · precision · recall
precision + recall

(3.3)

Fps , as proposed by Ntirogiannis et al. [68], is computed using the same
formula as FM except that pseudo precision and pseudo recall are used
instead of precision and recall. Pseudo precision rates the severity of FPs
less if they occur close to a foreground element, worse when they are far
away from any foreground element and worst if they are in the proximity
of foreground elements without being really close. The intuition of this is
that mislabeling, which make a foreground line slightly thicker do not affect
readability as much as speckles around letters. On the other hand, pseudo
recall rates FNs less severe when they do not cause a foreground line to be
interrupted and worse if they do. The idea of this is that uninterrupted
characters are easily readable, even though a few pixels of the character were
misclassified.
DRD, as proposed by Lu et al. [69], is a simpler measure, which also
considers certain labeling errors more severe than others based on an intuition
of labeling continuity. DRD basically focuses on each mislabeled pixel k and
its surrounding area of 5×5 pixels. In this area, DRD computes the weighted
sum DRDk of all pixels, which have a different label in the ground truth
image than the mislabeled pixel. The weighted sums of all S mislabeled
pixels are added and divided by the number of nonuniform 8 × 8 pixel blocks
in the ground truth image, denoted as N U BN , to achieve the final metric:
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PS

DRD =

k=1 DRDk

(3.4)

N U BN

PSNR is a common measure for image quality, which assesses the ratio
between maximum signal strength and corrupting noise. This signal strength
is simply the highest possible pixel value M AXI and the noise is measured
using the mean square error M SE. The mean square error for a ground
truth image GT of size m × n and a binarized image B of the same size is:

M SE =

X
X n−1
1 m−1
[GT (i, j) − B(i, j)]2
mn i=0 j=0

(3.5)

PSNR is therefore defined as:

P SN R = 10 · log10

M AXI2
M SE

!

(3.6)

Execution Time Apart from the binarization quality, this thesis is concerned with the time taken by an approach to perform the task of image
binarization. Therefore, to answer research question 1 and 2 we measure
the time taken by the algorithm under investigation to binarize an image.
Since this time is comparatively short, actions of the operating system, such
as caching or process scheduling, can easily lead to inaccurate measurement
results. In order to reduce the impact of these effects on our measurements,
we perform those time measurements several times and report average binarization times. In contrast, we measure the training time of our recurrent
neural network (RNN) based binarization algorithm for research question 2
only once, since training takes several hours, which makes the measurement
less susceptible to operating system interference.
In our answer to research question 3, we measure the number of labeled
samples required to fine-tune a base binarization model to a new dataset.
This is a rough proxy measure for labeling time, since labeling all pixels
in a sample requires an approximately fixed amount of user time and thus
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labeling less samples results in less overall user time spent on labeling. As
user time is generally more expensive than computation time, this is a
relevant evaluation criterion for any machine learning based binarization
algorithm.

3.4

Datasets

In order to evaluate the approaches presented in this thesis, as well as for
training machine learning models, we use several publicly available datasets.
These datasets are described in the following.
Binarization Contest Datasets In conjunction with the biennial Document
Image Binarization Contest (DIBCO) and Handwritten Document Image
Binarization Contest (H-DIBCO), the organizers of the contests publish the
respective evaluation dataset after each contest. From these datasets, we use
the DIBCO datasets published in 2009 [28], 2011 [29] and 2013 [11], and the
H-DIBCO datasets published in 2010 [31], 2012 [10], 2014 [32] and 2016 [33].
The main difference between the DIBCO and H-DIBCO datasets is that
the H-DIBCO datasets consist of only handwritten documents, while the
DIBCO datasets consist of handwritten and printed documents. All six
datasets combined have 86 images with one dataset having at least 10 and at
most 16 images. Furthermore, all images show documents written or printed
on paper using Latin characters.
AMADI_LontarSet The AMADI_LontarSet [12] on the other hand contains in total 100 images with binarization ground truth, which are divided
into a training and a test set of 50 images each. The photographed documents
in this dataset are palm leaf manuscripts written in the Balinese language
using Balinese script, which have been taken from 9 different collections.
For each image, there are two ground truth images available, which do not
always agree with each other with respect to the foreground and background
labels to be assigned.

3.5

Statistical Analysis

In this thesis, we use a variety of statistical tests to analyze the measurement
results of the performed experiments. The objective of most of the performed
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tests is to confirm or reject statistically significant differences between
different algorithm configurations or strategies. In the following, we motivate
the use of tests commonly performed in this thesis and describe them briefly.
Normality Testing When analyzing measurement data, it is generally
advisable to test if the data follows a normal distribution. This is the case,
since a key assumption of many statistical tests is that the analyzed data is
normally distributed. Thus, those tests should not be applied in case of nonnormally distributed data. Alternatively to these tests, which are commonly
called parametric tests, there are non-parametric tests, which do not make
assumptions regarding the underlying distribution of the analyzed data.
While these tests can be applied regardless of the underlying distribution,
parametric tests are generally preferable over non-parametric tests, since
they have a higher statistical power.
In order to assess whether a given data sample was drawn from a normal
distribution, the Shapiro-Wilk test [70] can be used. The null hypothesis
of this test is that the given sample was drawn from a normal distribution.
Therefore for p-values smaller than the set alpha level, this hypothesis is
rejected and the analyzed sample is considered as not being drawn from a
normal distribution.
Hypothesis Testing using a Repeated Measures Design The comparison
between different algorithm configurations or strategies based on the same
input data can be framed as repeated measures design. In this design,
each input image is one subject and each configuration or strategy is one
treatment, which is applied to this subject. This interpretation allows to
account for the dependencies between the measurements for the respective
algorithm configurations and strategies.
A detailed description of the parametric hypothesis test suitable for
this design can be found in “Introduction to Probability and Statistics” by
Milton and Arnold [71]. Here, the authors describe an Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) procedure for a randomized complete block design with fixed
effects. The repeated measures design is a special case of this design, since
its subjects are identical for each treatment, instead of just equivalent as in
the block design. Therefore, the described test procedure can be applied to
test the null hypothesis that there is no statistically significant difference
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between the measurement means for the different algorithm configurations
or strategies.
An alternative non-parametric test for the repeated measures design
is the Friedman test [72]. This test operates on the ranked measurement
results rather than on the raw measurement data. Therefore, the tested null
hypothesis is slightly different from ANOVA, since it tests for statistically
significant median differences.
Pairwise Comparisons After establishing that there are differences between
the analyzed algorithm configurations or strategies, it is necessary to find
out which configurations or strategies differ. For this, one can use multiple
pairwise tests. Here, it is important to note that the p-values need to be
adjusted to account for the fact that repeatedly performed tests increase the
chance of type I errors, i.e., the rejection of a true null hypothesis.
When the measurement data to analyze is normally distributed, Tukey’s
test [73] can be performed to carry out the pairwise comparison. If this is
not the case, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test [74] can be applied together with
the Holm correction method [75] to account for the repeated comparisons.
Correlation Apart from comparing the performance of different approaches,
it is relevant for certain analyses to assess the relationship between two
measures, such as binarization quality and execution time. This can be done
by calculating the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient [76], which
is a measure for the linear correlation between two inputs. In case a linear
correlation cannot be assumed, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [77]
can be used instead.

3.6

Validity Threats

The main concern regarding the validity of the contributions of this thesis is
generalizability. While we perform statistical tests to ensure that identified
effects and reached conclusions are not due to chance, all effects are measured
on a limited set of existing benchmark datasets. Certain peculiarities of
these benchmark datasets may affect the generalizability of our reached
conclusions. For example, most of the benchmark images are comparatively
small. This may affect conclusions drawn regarding execution performance,
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since inherent overheads may dominate the processing time for small images, which would become negligible for larger images. Furthermore, the
benchmark datasets contain a diverse range of images with varying degrees
of difficulty for image binarization. This may make it difficult to identify a
suitable algorithm configuration for a certain real world dataset, since the
overall best performing algorithm in terms of binarization quality may not
be the most suitable one for the dataset at hand.
Another threat to the generalizability of our answer to research question
3 is that feedback of only one user was analyzed. Therefore, the obtained
results may not generalize to other users.
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Results
4.1

Efficient Binarization

The two main directions for approaching the first research question regarding
improving the execution performance of a state-of-the-art image binarization
algorithm are improving the algorithm implementation or improving the
algorithm itself. In Paper I, we explore both directions for one chosen
state-of-the-art algorithm, namely Howe’s binarization algorithm (HBA) [2].
We aim to improve the algorithm implementation by parallelizing the execution using heterogeneous computing and aim to improve the algorithm by
replacing a slow parameter tuning procedure with parameter prediction. In
the following, we describe each of the pursued directions in more detail and
point out the respective contributions. In the end of this section, we discuss
which conclusions can be drawn from the obtained results with respect to
the first research question.
Implementation Improvement For improving the algorithm implementation, we divide HBA into three parts and select suitable central processing
unit (CPU) and graphics processing unit (GPU) implementations for each
part. Those three parts are the Laplacian computation, which assesses
the change in pixel intensity for a given gray scale image, the Canny edge
detection, which extracts the edges present in the given image, and the graph
cuts based energy minimization, which assigns foreground and background
labels to pixels by trading off observed changes in intensity against labeling continuity at non edges. One noteworthy aspect of selecting suitable
implementations is that we chose different algorithms for the energy minimization for CPU and GPU. While the characteristics of the Ford-Fulkerson
algorithm [78] are more suitable for CPU implementations, the push-relabel
algorithm by Goldberg and Tarjan [79] suits GPUs better, since it performs
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many local operations, which are better parallelizable.
The first finding of Paper I is concerned with the push-relabel algorithm
used for the GPU implementation. We find that a global processing step,
commonly known as global relabel, needs to be performed regularly to
achieve reasonable execution times for the graph cut computation. We
attribute this to the relatively complex structure of written documents,
which makes repeated global steps necessary to avoid many unnecessary
local steps. Another finding regarding the first direction for improved
execution performance is that executing all three parts of HBA on the
GPU yields the best execution performance without loosing binarization
quality. On average, this configuration is 3.5 times faster than executing all
parts of HBA on the CPU. However, the results also show that there is no
significant difference in execution time between performing edge detection
on the CPU or on the GPU. This may be interesting if more than one image
should be binarized at once, since it would allow to process the images in a
pipelined fashion. In this pipeline, the Laplacian computation and especially
the Canny edge detection could be executed on the CPU, while the more
computation heavy energy minimization could be executed on the GPU. In
this way, faster image batch processing times could be achieved.
Algorithm Improvement The most important parameters of HBA are the
high threshold thi for the Canny edge detection algorithm and the penalty
value c for the energy minimization. The parameter thi constitutes the
main threshold to determine when a pixel should be classified as edge pixel.
Thus, a lower value for thi results in a high number of edges and vice versa.
The penalty value c on the other hand enforces labeling continuity with
high c values leading to few transitions between foreground and background
labels at non edges. In order to achieve a better execution performance, we
exchange Howe’s tuning algorithm for these two parameters [80] with multivariate regression using random forests [81]. As features for the prediction,
we use Haralick et al.’s co-occurrence matrix contrast and homogeneity [82],
as well as the estimated mean intensity at image edges and the estimated
background standard deviation.
We find that this regression based approach chooses parameter settings,
which produce binarized images with a binarization quality comparable
to parameters found using Howe’s tuning algorithm. However, due to the
reduced computational effort to obtain these parameters, this method can
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find suitable parameters and binarize a given image on average 1.7 times
faster than Howe’s original approach. This is the case, because Howe’s
approach binarizes a given image several times with different parameter
settings and chooses a suitable parameter setting based on a stability measure.
On the other hand, our approach binarizes a given image only once after
extracting the image features and predicting a suitable parameter setting.
Therefore, one can expect a higher difference in execution times between
Howe’s approach and ours for larger input images. Another noteworthy
finding regarding the parameters thi and c is that good parameters in
terms of binarization quality are also good parameters in terms of execution
performance. We attribute this effect to the fact that good parameter
settings simplify the energy minimization problem, which dominates the
execution time of HBA.

Conclusion In this section, we have shown that both explored directions
for improving the execution performance of a state-of-the-art binarization
algorithm are feasible in case of the chosen algorithm, i.e., HBA. This is an
encouraging result, since it exemplifies that implementation improvements
and algorithmic improvements can speed up image binarization algorithms.
More specifically, we have seen that implementations using the parallel
computing capabilities of GPUs can improve their execution performance.
While this is not surprising, we have seen that GPU based algorithms may
have to be adjusted to the document analysis domain, as in the case of
global relabel. Furthermore, we have seen that it is worthwhile to explore if
parts of an algorithm can be executed on the CPU in parallel to other parts,
which are executed on the GPU. This may speed up the overall algorithm
execution further.
While algorithmic improvements are clearly algorithm dependent, many
image binarization algorithms have important parameters, which allow them
to be adjusted to particular document images. Therefore, exploring the
possibility to use parameter prediction may be one feasible way to reduce
user or computation time spent on finding suitable parameter values.
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4.2

Recurrent Binarization

We approach the question regarding the viability of recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) for image binarization by building on the work by Afzal et al. [36],
who proposed a binarization algorithm using a particular type of RNNs,
namely Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks. In an attempt to make
our LSTM based solution competitive to other binarization approaches using
traditional image processing techniques or convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), we evaluate three strategies with the goal to increase binarization
quality and to reduce execution time. Those strategies are increasing the
footprint size, providing context information by input scaling, and optimizing
for readability.
Footprint Size Increase The first strategy is concerned with the way an
RNN based algorithm binarizes an image. Since RNNs process sequences
of inputs, an image needs to be converted into a sequence of input pixels,
which is then processed by the RNN one pixel per time step. In order to
keep these sequences at a processable length, the image is normally cut into
image blocks, which are then converted into sequences. In our approach, we
increase the number of pixels processed per time step by feeding blocks of
f × f pixels into the network at a time. This naïve parallelization approach
naturally reduces the length of the sequence to process and therefore should
reduce binarization and training times. However, this approach also makes
the learning problem more difficult, since the dimensionality of the target
vector to be computed per time step rises from one to f 2 dimensions.
In our evaluation of the footprint sizes 2, 4 and 8, we find that increasing
the footprint size f leads to the expected shorter execution times for binarization and training. Furthermore, we find that a footprint size of 8 leads to a
statistically significant decrease in binarization quality. However, we identify
a footprint size of 4 as suitable with respect to execution performance and
surprisingly as best footprint size with respect to binarization quality.
Input Scaling In contrast to the binarization algorithm by Afzal et al. [36],
we use Grid LSTMs [83] instead of normal LSTM layers. One difference
between Grid LSTMs and LSTMs is that Grid LSTMs can process inputs
from several input dimensions. We make use of this ability by adding another
input dimension, which provides the network with more context information
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about the surroundings of the f × f pixels processed at the current time step.
This is done by scaling down a block, centered at the currently processed
input block, with the original size of sf · f × sf · f by the scale factor sf . The
idea of this approach is to provide the network with more context knowledge,
which can be used to make more informed binarization decisions.
Based on our evaluation of scale factors of size 1, 2 and 4, we see that the
scale factor has no noticeable impact on the binarization quality. This may
be because the network has sufficient access to required context knowledge
due to the information stored in its recurrent connections and due to the
fact that each image block is read from all its four corners. Furthermore,
deriving useful information from a scaled down version of the surroundings
may be a difficult learning task.
Readability Optimization When looking at the output of a binarization
algorithm, one can easily see that there are certain labeling errors, which
are more severe than others. For example, background pixels erroneously
classified as foreground affect the readability of the binarization result
less if they occur directly at a character border, effectively increasing the
character’s line thickness, and more if they surround characters in form
of noise. Similarly, foreground pixels, which were classified as background
disturb reading less if they make character lines thinner without breaking
them, and disturb more if they do. These ideas are used by pseudo FMeasure [68] to weight labeling errors depending on how much they affect
readability. In order to train our RNN based model to produce better
readable binarized images, we use the weights of pseudo F-Measure to weight
the error signal computed by the cross-entropy loss function, which is used
to train the model.
In our evaluation, we find that this dynamically weighted cross-entropy
loss training produces better binarization results than unweighted crossentropy loss and statically weighted cross-entropy loss training. In particular,
statically weighted cross-entropy loss training, which penalizes foreground
labeling errors more than background labeling errors, produces statistically
significantly worse models in terms of binarization quality.
Conclusion Given the evaluation results for the three proposed strategies,
we can compare the best performing configuration of our algorithm with stateof-the-art approaches, which use traditional image processing techniques or
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CNNs for binarization. Compared to the two best performing methods in the
2016 Handwritten Document Image Binarization Contest (H-DIBCO) [33],
which both used traditional methods, our approach performs equally well.
However, in the 2017 Document Image Binarization Contest (DIBCO) [30],
in which we participated with our approach, we reached the 10th place out
of 26 submissions. Out of the nine better performing approaches, eight
used CNN variants, while one approach used traditional image processing
techniques. From this direct comparison, one can see that our approach
generally performs worse than CNN based solutions, but is competitive with
solutions using traditional techniques.

4.3

Interactive Binarization

We address the last research question regarding the fine-tuning of a base
binarization model with help of user feedback in Paper III. In this work,
we use a fairly simple approach to interactive machine learning (iML), which
displays the binarization result produced by the internal model in its external
interface to solicit corrected pixel labels from the user. Those pixel labels
are then used by the learning mechanism to retrain the internal model. In
this case, the internal model is the weight configuration of the RNN based
binarization algorithm described in Paper II, which is trained using gradient
descent. Since, in this case, user feedback just provides more ground truth
training data, the actual difference between iML and normal training is
the way how training samples are selected. Therefore, we evaluate different
sample selection strategies with respect to achieved binarization quality
improvement with a limited number of training samples. Furthermore, we
propose to use network uncertainty to guide the sample selection.
Uncertainty and Binarization Quality We define the pixel-wise network
uncertainty as the difference between the network output and the selected
label for one pixel. Since the network outputs a continuous value in the
range between 0 and 1, and the label is chosen by rounding to either 0,
for foreground, or 1, for background, this difference is a continuous value
between 0 and 0.5. In order to assess the usefulness of this uncertainty
measure for training sample selection, we analyze the correlation between
average uncertainty and binarization quality for a base model trained on the
DIBCO and H-DIBCO datasets and two models fine-tuned for subsets of
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the AMADI_LontarSet.
We observe a negative correlation for the base model when applied to a
test set of DIBCO images. This is reasonable, since it shows that a network,
which is proficient in binarizing images from a certain collection, will assign
high uncertainty values to mislabeled pixels and low uncertainty values to
correctly labeled pixels. In line with this reasoning, we find that applying the
base model to the two subsets of the AMADI_LontarSet yields a positive
correlation between uncertainty and binarization quality. This is the case,
because the model is not proficient in handling images from these collections
and therefore assigns wrong labels with high certainty. While reasonable,
this varying correlation between uncertainty and binarization quality makes
uncertainty based training sample selection unfeasible. Furthermore, we find,
contrary to the outlined reasoning, a positive correlation for the models,
which were fine-tuned to the respective AMADI_LontarSet subsets. However,
we consider this as an artifact of the imprecise ground truth data used for
fine-tuning.
Sample Selection Strategies In order to find out if user selected samples
lead to better models using less labeled training samples, we compare random
sample selection with samples selected by a user based on readability and
samples selected based on readability and uncertainty. In this context, one
sample is one image block, which is processed by the used binarization
algorithm as one input sequence. For both strategies using user selection,
the user is presented with the original image combined with the model’s
binarization output to choose those blocks, which are the least readable.
In addition to the binarized image, in the second user based strategy, the
user is also presented with a visualization of the network’s uncertainty to
guide sample selection. With help of the samples selected by the evaluated
strategies, we fine-tune a base model trained on the DIBCO and H-DIBCO
datasets to the respective AMADI_LontarSet subset.
We find that both user based sampling strategies tend to select training
sets, which produce models with better binarization quality than randomly
selected training sets of the same size. Furthermore, we find that training
sets, which were selected by a user with access to the network’s uncertainty
produce even better models. However, it should be noted that these tendencies are only observable in one of the two used AMADI_LontarSet subsets.
The results on the other are not sufficient to draw any conclusions with
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respect to the evaluated strategies.
Conclusion Based on the performed experiments, we can see that there
are indications that user provided feedback can reduce the required amount
of training samples. Further, we have shown that while network uncertainty
cannot be used as sampling criterion alone, due to its dependency on the
network’s proficiency, it tends to be a useful guide for users to select training
samples. However, the general conclusions to be drawn from this study are
limited, since the mentioned effects could only be shown on one dataset.
Additionally, feedback was given by only one user, which may also limit the
study’s generalizability. Therefore, further investigation is needed to answer
research question three.

4.4

Summary

With the help of our results outlined in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, we can
answer the research questions of this thesis as follows.
RQ I: What are possible ways to speed up a state-of-the-art binarization
algorithm?
Based on the results of Paper I, we have shown that improved execution
performance for HBA [2], a state-of-the-art binarization algorithm, can
be achieved by improving its implementation, as well as by improving its
algorithm. We have shown that mapping all parts of HBA onto the GPU
yields a 3.5 times faster execution compared to executing all parts on the
CPU. Furthermore, we have shown that random forests based prediction
of important algorithm parameters can yield a further 1.7 time increase in
execution performance.
RQ II: Are recurrent neural networks a viable alternative to traditional
image processing methods and convolutional neural networks in image binarization?
In Paper II, we have proposed an RNN based binarization algorithm
and evaluated different design parameters, such as footprint size, input
scaling and used loss function. We have compared the best performing
configuration of our algorithm with traditional image processing methods,
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which won the H-DIBCO 2016 contest [33], as well as with state-of-the-art
CNN based solutions [3]. Through this comparison, we have shown that our
approach performs equally well as the approaches using traditional image
processing methods, but performs worse than the CNN based solutions. This
has also been shown in the DIBCO 2017 contest [30] in which our approach
reached the 10th place out of 26 submissions. Based on these results, we can
conclude that RNN based approaches to binarization are a viable alternative
to current approaches using traditional image processing methods. However,
more research would be required to see if RNN based solutions can perform
as well as CNN based solutions.
RQ III: Can user provided feedback reduce the number of training samples
needed to fine-tune a neural network based binarization algorithm to a new
dataset?
The results in Paper III indicate that letting the user select training
samples can lead to a better binarization performance than random sampling
given the same number of samples. Furthermore, we have shown that
visualizing the network’s uncertainty can aid the user in selecting training
samples, which yields an even better binarization performance. However,
these effects are shown only for one dataset and one user. Therefore, more
research would be required to confirm these findings.
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5
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we have explored different directions for making document
image binarization more efficient with respect to execution performance, as
well as with respect to the use of training samples. The main contributions
of this thesis are the following three:
• We have shown specific examples for implementation and algorithm
level improvements, which were used to speed up Howe’s binarization
algorithm (HBA), a state-of-the-art binarization algorithm.
• We have demonstrated how the execution performance of a recurrent
neural network (RNN) based binarization algorithm can be improved
by choosing a suitable footprint size.
• We have explored the idea to use user feedback in an interactive
machine learning (iML) framework to reduce the number of training
samples required for fine-tuning a base model for binarization to a
specific dataset.
In the future, we are planning to explore further how iML can be applied
to make efficient use of the time a user spends on fine-tuning a base model.
For this work, we are considering two different directions to pursue with
respect to document analysis tasks. One direction is to continue working
on image binarization and the other is to move on to word spotting. While
binarization is an interesting task, word spotting may rather warrant the user
time spent on adapting a base model to a new document image collection.
Similarly, we see two possible future directions within iML, namely
active learning [84] for sample selection or explanatory debugging [85]. As
we have seen in Paper III, choosing good training samples can reduce the
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total number of samples required for re-training. Therefore, automating
the selection of these samples would make the re-training more efficient,
since the user would be freed from this time consuming task. The feasibility
for this direction within document analysis has been shown, for example,
by Rayar et al. [86], who used the relative neighborhood graph to select
suitable training samples for digit recognition. However, the disadvantage
of this direction is that it reduces the user interaction to the provision of
additional ground truth labels, which does not make full use of the user’s
mental abilities.
Explanatory debugging, on the other hand, enables the user to improve
the performance of an algorithm by providing an understandable explanation
for taken decisions and letting the user explain necessary corrections to the
algorithm. In this way, users can make better use of their mental abilities,
which may be a more pleasant experience for them, as indicated by Amershi et
al. [38]. While this form of interactive learning is arguably more challenging
than sample selection, it may require a lower number of interactions.
One possible direction towards explanatory debugging is the construction
and modification of And-Or graphs from convolutional neural network (CNN)
activations, as shown by Zhang et al. [87, 88] for the recognition of animal
parts. Another direction would be to enable users to affect the clustering of
word embeddings for word spotting or the learned descriptors for pixels in
image binarization in ways similar to the approaches proposed by Endert et
al. [40] and Awasthi et al. [45].
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Glossary
convolutional neural network is an artificial neural network, which restricts the number of learnable parameters by learning small filters,
which are applied to all pixels in an image. 42
deep learning is a branch of machine learning, which is concerned with
learning representations of the real world by learning a concept hierarchy, starting from low level concepts, which are then combined into
more and more high level ones. 12, 42
Document Image Binarization Contest is a contest for image binarization algorithms, which is held in conjunction with the biennial
International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition. 42
Handwritten Document Image Binarization Contest is a contest for
image binarization algorithms, which is held in conjunction with the
biennial International Conference on Frontiers in Handwriting Recognition. 42
heterogeneous computing is a programming paradigm, which distributes
different parts of a computation to processors of different processor
types. 2, 13, 14, 42
image binarization is an document analysis and recognition task with
the goal to separate text foreground from page background. 1–3, 7,
9–12, 18, 19, 24–26, 30, 31, 33, 41, 42
image transcription is a document analysis and recogntition task, which
aims at converting images of handwritten or printed text into digital
text. 1, 11, 42
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Glossary
interactive machine learning is the systematic study of algorithms and
systems that improve their knowledge or performance through interaction with external (human) agents. 18, 42
Long Short-Term Memory is a recurrent neural network design, which
includes memory cells, as well as input, output and forget gates to
avoid the vanishing gradient problem. 42
recurrent neural network is an artificial neural network, which incorporates function loops enabling it to store information. 42
semantic segmentation is a computer vision task, which aims at separating different objects in an image from each other by assigning different
labels to the respective pixels. 10, 42
word spotting is a document analysis and recogntition taks, which aims
at finding query words in a collection of document images. 1, 11, 19,
41, 42
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Acronyms
ALU Arithmetic Logic Unit. 13, 42
ANOVA Analysis of Variance. 28, 29, 42
API Application Programming Interface. 14, 42
CNN convolutional neural network. 12, 19, 34, 36, 39, 42, See: convolutional neural network
CPU central processing unit. 4, 13, 14, 19, 31–33, 38, 42
DIBCO Document Image Binarization Contest. 12, 27, 36, 37, 39, 42, See:
Document Image Binarization Contest
DRD Distance Reciprocal Distortion Metric. 24, 25, 42
FM F-Measure. 24, 25, 42
FN false negative. 25, 42
FP false positive. 24, 25, 42
Fps pseudo F-Measure. 24, 25, 42
GPU graphics processing unit. 4, 13, 14, 19, 31–33, 38, 42
H-DIBCO Handwritten Document Image Binarization Contest. 12, 27, 36,
37, 39, 42, See: Handwritten Document Image Binarization Contest
HBA Howe’s binarization algorithm. 31–33, 38, 41, 42
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Acronyms
iML interactive machine learning. 2, 4, 15, 16, 18–20, 36, 41, 42, See:
interactive machine learning
LSTM Long Short-Term Memory. 34, 42, See: Long Short-Term Memory
PSNR Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio. 24, 26, 42
RNN recurrent neural network. 4, 12, 19, 26, 34–36, 38, 39, 41, 42, See:
recurrent neural network
SVM Support Vector Machine. 16, 42
TP true positive. 24, 25, 42
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Abstract

In the context of historical document analysis, image binarization
is a first important step, which separates foreground from background,
despite common image degradations, such as faded ink, stains or
bleed-through. Fast binarization has great significance when analyzing
vast archives of document images, since even small inefficiencies can
quickly accumulate to years of wasted execution time. Therefore,
efficient binarization is especially relevant to companies and government
institutions, who want to analyze their large collections of document
images. The main challenge with this is to speed up the execution
performance without affecting the binarization performance.
We modify a state-of-the-art binarization algorithm and achieve on
average a 3.5 times faster execution performance by correctly mapping
this algorithm to a heterogeneous platform, consisting of a CPU and a
GPU.
Our proposed parameter tuning algorithm additionally improves
the execution time for parameter tuning by a factor of 1.7, compared
to previous parameter tuning algorithms. We see that for the chosen
algorithm, machine learning based parameter tuning improves the
execution performance more than heterogeneous computing, when
comparing absolute execution times.
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6.1

Introduction

Historical handwritten documents have been archived on micro film for
several decades. More recently, the possibility to digitize such documents
has made them available to a broader audience via online services of companies and government agencies. However, this increase in people accessing
historical document images also increases the demand for simplified access
to these images. Pattern matching and recognition algorithms can help
with this by making document images searchable [1, 2] or by transcribing
them [3, 4]. Many of these algorithms require that the written text is first
separated from its background. This procedure is called image binarization.
Since pattern matching and recognition algorithms will only process image
pixels, which were classified as written text, this first step is vital for further
processing.
With this motivation, it is natural to choose the best available binarization algorithm for this important first step. However, while binarization
performance is important to extract as much information as possible, the
execution performance of the used binarization algorithm has also great
significance when dealing with large amounts of document images. Therefore,
efficient binarization is especially relevant for companies and government
agencies, whose document image collections are growing continuously, easily
surpassing 50 million images and more. Provided that tuning the parameters
of a binarization algorithm and performing the binarization takes 15 seconds
per image, it will take more than 23 years to binarize those 50 million
images. The main challenge in speeding up the execution performance of a
binarization algorithm is to find ways which do not affect its binarization
performance.
This paper describes how to reduce the execution time of Howe’s binarization algorithm (HBA) [5, 6], a state-of-the-art binarization algorithm,
without reducing its binarization performance, by:
• mapping it to a heterogeneous platform consisting of one CPU and
one GPU
• efficiently tuning its parameters using multivariate regression
We experimentally evaluate our proposed solutions using seven standard benchmark datasets from the Document Image Binarization Con-
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test (DIBCO) and the Competition on Handwritten Document Image Binarization (H-DIBCO). We show that HBA can be executed on average
3.5 times faster when running completely on the GPU of a heterogeneous
platform than when running only on the CPU. Additionally, we show that a
similar execution performance can be achieved by executing one part of the
algorithm on the CPU and the remaining parts on the GPU.
Furthermore, we analyze the correlation between binarization quality
and execution time with respect to different binarization parameters and
evaluate the performance of our proposed parameter tuning algorithm for
HBA. Our analysis shows that there is a clear negative correlation between
execution time and binarization quality and that our proposed parameter
tuning algorithm chooses parameters on average 1.7 times faster than Howe’s
parameter tuning algorithm [6] with comparable binarization results.
We provide more information on HBA, heterogeneous computing and
other topics relevant for this paper in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 describes
how we map HBA to a heterogeneous platform and Section 6.4 illustrates
our parameter tuning algorithm. We describe the design of the different
experiments performed to evaluate our proposed solutions in Section 6.5 and
analyze the obtained results in Section 6.6. Section 6.7 discusses related
work and Section 6.8 concludes this paper.

6.2

Background

In this section, we introduce a few basic concepts, which are used throughout
the paper. Those concepts are image binarization, heterogeneous computing,
and multivariate regression. We describe image binarization in Section 6.2.1
together with Howe’s binarization algorithm (HBA) [5, 6] and two graph
cut algorithms. A general introduction to heterogeneous computing and
its challenges is given in Section 6.2.2. Section 6.2.3 describes how random
forests [7] can predict two continuous values.

6.2.1

Image Binarization

Image binarization is the process of classifying image pixels as foreground
or background pixels. For images of handwritten documents, this means to
separate the written text from its background. This is especially challenging
when dealing with images of historical documents, which can have various
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Figure 6.1: Image from the H-DIBCO 2012 dataset illustrating common image
degradations, such as faded ink and stains covering the written text.

degradations. Figure 6.1 illustrates common degradations, such as faded
ink and stains covering the written text. Ink bleeding through from the
other side of the page, as shown in Figure 6.6b, is another common problem.
A binarization algorithm for historical documents has to be able to cope
with these degradations, which increase the risk that foreground pixels are
accidentally classified as background pixels or vice versa.
Binarization algorithms by Otsu [8], Niblack [9], and Sauvola et al. [10]
are well known. These algorithms are commonly used as baseline for comparison with new algorithms, for example, in competitions, such as the
Document Image Binarization Contest (DIBCO) held at the International
Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR) [11–13] or the
Competition on Handwritten Document Image Binarization (H-DIBCO)
held at the International Conference on Frontiers in Handwriting Recognition (ICFHR) [14–17]. In the last two binarization competitions, in 2014
and 2016, the binarization algorithm by Howe [6] and derivations thereof
using different preprocessing steps have won these contests. Therefore, we
decided to work with Howe’s binarization algorithm.
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6.2.1.1

Howe’s Binarization Algorithm (HBA)

HBA labels image pixels as foreground or background pixels by minimizing a
global energy function. This function penalizes labelings that do not conform
with the image’s Laplacian, that is, it penalizes pixels in intensity valleys
(ink), which are classified as background and pixels in intensity plateau or
peak areas (background), which are classified as foreground. Additionally to
this simple separation based on the divergence of the gradient, the energy
function penalizes labelling discontinuities, unless they take place at an
edge, as detected by the Canny edge detection algorithm [18]. This addition
improves the stability of the binarization algorithm and encourages the
continuity of foreground and background areas.
In order to minimize the energy function, HBA finds the minimal cut
to separate foreground and background pixels with help of a graph cut
algorithm. Therefore, HBA needs to build a directed graph G = (V, E)
based on the image’s Laplacian and edge image on which the graph cut
algorithm can operate. For an m × n intensity image of pixel values ix,y
with 0 ≤ x < m and 0 ≤ y < n, the graph is built by adding a vertex vx,y
for each image pixel ix,y . Furthermore, a vertex for the source s and the
sink t of the graph are added. Every vertex vx,y is connected with s and t
using directed edges from s to vx,y and from vx,y to t. Figure 6.2 illustrates
this construction for a 3 × 1 intensity image. The capacities of the directed
edges from s to vx,y are denoted as ox,y to indicate the flow origin, while the
capacities of the edges from vx,y to t are denoted as dx,y to indicate the flow
destination. These capacities are computed for each image pixel ix,y based
on its Laplacian value 52 ix,y as follows:
ox,y = L − 52 ix,y dx,y = L + 52 ix,y

(6.1)

It is to note, that L represents an adjusting constant to avoid negative
edge capacities and the mentioned Laplacian values are biased by assigning
a high value to bright outlier, i.e., background pixels. Additionally, each
vertex vx,y is connected with its four neighbors (top, bottom, left and right)
using edges in both directions. The capacities of those edges are set to
zero if an edge was detected between the neighboring pixels. Otherwise,
the capacities are set to a predefined penalty value c. This is illustrated in
the example graph shown in Figure 6.2, which assumes that an image edge
was detected between v1,0 and v2,0 . Due to this construction, the applied
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Figure 6.2: Example graph constructed for a 3 × 1 intensity image with an image
edge between v1,0 and v2,0 .

graph cut algorithm will assign foreground and background labels by trading
off the similarity between assigned label and the image’s Laplacian with
labelling continuity.
Howe identified two HBA parameters with the highest impact on the
binarization result: the high threshold thi for the Canny edge detection
algorithm and the penalty value c for penalizing labelling discontinuities.
Due to their high impact on the binarization result, Howe developed an
algorithm to tune these parameters automatically [6]. The general idea for
tuning the penalty value c is to minimize the energy function for a series of
different c values and then to compare every two consecutive images based
on an instability measure. This measure is the normalized difference between
two images. Then, the image with the smallest instability value is chosen as
final result. Along with the parameter c, thi is tuned. Howe argues that it
is sufficient to pick between two high threshold values τ1 , τ2 to speed up the
parameter tuning process. However, tuning thi requires to tune the parameter
c as described above for τ1 , τ2 and their mean value τ0 . This results in
three binarized images B0 , B1 and B2 . The previously described instability
measure is used on B0 , B1 and B0 , B2 to compare each of the high threshold
candidate values with their mean. The high threshold with the lowest
instability value is chosen as value for thi . While this tuning algorithm
produces sufficient binarization results, it is computationally expensive,
since tuning the parameter c requires 33 trial binarizations. Therefore, the
complete algorithm requires 99 trial binarizations, since c is tuned for each
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of the three thi values. This is only feasible, because the graph for the energy
minimization can be reused for all trial binarizations performed for one thi
value
6.2.1.2

Graph Cut Algorithms

As mentioned before, energy minimization with help of a graph cut algorithm
is at the core of HBA. This class of algorithms, also known as min-cut /
max-flow algorithms, was originally developed to analyze the maximum flow
through a given transportation or communication network [19]. Nevertheless,
those algorithms have also been widely applied in computer vision for image
restoration [20], stereo analysis [21] and segmentation [22].
The key idea behind the graph cut algorithms is that some resource is
flowing from the source vertex s of the graph to the sink vertex t. The
directed edges between s, t and their intermediate vertices model connections
through which flow can travel from source to sink. The capacity of each edge
indicates how much flow can travel through this particular connection. The
question is then how much flow can maximally be pushed from source to
sink, given the particular graph with its directed edges and edge capacities.
To solve this problem, two different strategies can be applied. One
of these strategies is the Ford-Fulkerson method [19] and the other is the
push-relabel approach by Goldberg and Tarjan [23]. In the following, we
will introduce both strategies shortly.
Ford-Fulkerson Algorithms following this method find the maximum flow
in a given graph by iteratively picking paths from the source s to the sink t
and augmenting the flow along those paths. For each path, the maximum
flow along this path is added to the overall flow through the graph and the
capacities of each edge on this path are reduced by this maximum flow. The
maximum flow along one path is equal to the smallest residual capacity of
the edges constituting this path. Therefore, paths are invalid if the residual
capacity of one of their edges is zero, simply because nothing can flow
from source to sink along this path. For example in Figure 6.2, the path
(s, v0,0 , v1,0 , t) is valid for c > 0, while the path (s, v2,0 , v1,0 , t) is invalid. The
algorithm terminates when no valid path between source and sink can be
found.
There are several variations of this method, which differ mostly in
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how paths are picked for augmentation. A few examples for algorithms
following this strategy are the original Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [19], the
Edmonds-Karp algorithm [24] and the algorithm proposed by Boykov and
Kolmogorov [25].
Push-Relabel Algorithms following the push-relabel approach use a different intuition than Ford-Fulkerson style algorithms. While Ford-Fulkerson
views vertices as pipe junctions, push-relabel views them as reservoirs. The
key difference in these views is that Ford-Fulkerson’s view requires the flow
into a vertex to be as high as the flow out of this vertex. Push-relabel, on the
other hand, allows that a vertex receives more flow than what can flow out
of this vertex. This additional flow is called excess flow and is recorded for
every vertex. The ultimate goal of the algorithm is to distribute this excess
flow between the reservoirs, so that a maximum amount of flow reaches the
sink. Another vertex property not found in Ford-Fulkerson is the notion of
height. The idea is that each reservoir is located at a certain height level
and that flow can only be pushed from one reservoir vx,y to another reservoir
vx+1,y if vx,y is located higher than vx+1,y .
At the beginning of the algorithm execution, all vertices between source
and sink have a height of zero and no excess flow. The height of the source
is fixed to the number of vertices in the graph and the sink’s height is set to
zero. The algorithm begins then to push as much flow from the source to
its connected vertices as allowed by the respective edge capacity ox,y . After
this initialization step, the algorithm picks vertices and applies one of two
possible operations on them. Those operations are called push and relabel.
The push operation distributes excess flow from the chosen vertex to
one of its neighbors. This operation is only applicable, if the chosen vertex
actually has excess flow and if the directed edge through which the flow is to
be pushed has a residual capacity greater than zero. As mentioned before,
pushing flow is also only possible if the chosen vertex is higher than the
vertex to which flow should be pushed. Therefore, after initialization, the
push operation can only be used to push flow from the vertices vx,y to the
sink, since all vertices vx,y have initially the same height.
The relabel operation adjusts the height of a vertex to enable the distribution of excess flow between the vertices vx,y . It is only applicable to
vertices, which have an excess flow and whose height is lower than or equal
to the heights of all neighboring vertices. This only considers connected
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neighbors, i.e., neighbors which are connected to the chosen vertex by a
directed edge outgoing from the chosen vertex, if the residual capacity of
this edge is greater than zero. The height of the chosen vertex is then set to
the height of its lowest connected neighbor plus one. So, if vx,y is the chosen
vertex and vx+1,y and vx,y+1 are its connected neighbors with the respective
heights h[vx,y ] = 0, h[vx+1,y ] = 4 and h[vx,y+1 ] = 2, the height of vx,y is set
to 3.
By iteratively applying both operations, as much flow as possible reaches
the sink, limited by the graph’s edge capacities. The remaining excess flow is
pushed back to the source, since the source’s height is fixed while the height
of the vertices vx,y only grows. The push-relabel algorithm terminates if
there is no vertex left to which either push or relabel can be applied.
In contrast to Ford-Fulkerson which needs to look at the whole graph
to pick paths from source to sink, push-relabel operates locally only on
the chosen vertex and its connected neighbors. Therefore, push-relabel is
very well suitable for parallel execution. This property of the push-relabel
approach was used by Vineet et al. [26] and Peng et al. [27] to implement
graph cuts on the GPU.

6.2.2

Heterogeneous Computing

A heterogeneous system combines different processor types [28]. In a typical
computer, these types are multicore CPUs and GPUs. Heterogeneous
computing uses those different processors simultaneously to improve the
execution speed of an algorithm. One simple way to achieve this is to
distribute different parts of the algorithm to different processors. This allows
two levels of parallelism, namely the parallel execution of those different
parts on different processors and on the other hand the parallel execution of
each of these parts on its respective processor.
Despite this potential for increasing the execution speed, mapping an
algorithm onto a heterogenous platform entails many challenges. One of
these challenges is memory management. As shown in Figure 6.3, the CPU
uses the computer’s main memory, while the GPU possesses its own, smaller
memory space. Moving data between those different memory spaces inflicts
high performance penalties. If not considered carefully, this performance
loss can outweigh the speedup gained by parallel execution.
Another challenge is the diversity of execution models of the different
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of a heterogeneous platform consisting of CPU and GPU.

processor types. This diversity makes it necessary to carefully select and
optimize algorithms depending on which processor is executing them. For
instance, GPUs are optimized for data parallel execution by larger amounts
of arithmetic logic units (ALU), but smaller control units and caches, as
shown in Figure 6.3. This means that GPUs perform well if the same
sequence of operations has to be performed on different portions of the data,
while they perform poorly if this is not the case.
Apart from these challenges, the code execution on different processor
types has to be coordinated. One way to do this is to use the OpenCL
standard [29]. This standard defines a unified programming interface, which
allows to program and coordinate the execution of programs on many
different processor types.

6.2.3

Multivariate Regression

In machine learning, multivariate regression refers to the task of estimating
several real-valued target variables based on a set of independent variables. The corresponding learning problem is to learn a mapping fˆ with
fˆ : X → Rn from training data. Here, X denotes the instance space and n
denotes the number of target variables. An instance x ∈ X is a vector of
independent variables, called features.
While there is a large variety of machine learning algorithms which can
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be used to learn such a mapping fˆ, we will focus only on one particular
algorithm, namely random forests [7]. The general idea behind random
forests is to build a predefined number of decision trees from random subsets
of the training data. Each tree is then built from a randomly selected set
of features from one of the random subsets. The regression result y ∈ Rn
is then computed by averaging over the regression results of each of the
decision trees.

6.3

Heterogeneous Binarization

There are different paths to improve HBA’s execution performance. In this
section, we focus on implementation based speedup. Therefore, we describe
how HBA can be implemented on a heterogeneous platform to parallelize
image binarization. For this, we decompose HBA and map it onto such
a platform consisting of a CPU and a GPU, Section 6.3.1. Additionally,
we motivate why global relabel, a common heuristic for the push-relabel
algorithm, is crucial when binarizing images of text documents, Section 6.3.2.

6.3.1

Algorithm Decomposition and Mapping

When mapping an algorithm to a heterogeneous platform, it is important
to identify parts of the algorithm which can run independently. This refers
to parts of the algorithm which do not interact with each other to compute
their result. In case of HBA, one example for such independent parts are the
Laplacian computation and the Canny edge image computation. These two
parts can be computed without any interaction between them. Therefore,
they can be computed on different processing units without the need for
synchronization or sharing of data, which would slow down the computation.
Another important consideration are the data dependencies between
those independent parts. The reason for this is the limited bandwidth
between the computer’s main memory and GPU memory. Therefore, the
amount of data exchanged between different independent parts should be
limited as much as possible to avoid the slow data transfer. One example for
this is HBA’s Laplacian computation and the biasing of the Laplacian image
for certain background pixels. The computation of the Laplacian image and
the identification of bright outlier pixels can be computed independent from
each other. However, separating them into two different steps introduces
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Grayscale Image

1.) Laplacian Image and
Background Bias
Computation

2.) Canny Edge Image
Computation

Laplacian Image

Canny Edge Image

3.) Energy Minimization

Binarized Image
Figure 6.4: Decomposition of HBA into three independent parts.

an additional data exchange, which outweighs the benefit of the possible
execution on different processing units.
With those considerations in mind, we decompose HBA into three different parts: 1.) Laplacian image and background bias computation, 2.) Canny
edge image computation, and 3.) energy minimization. Apart from these
parts, Figure 6.4 shows the exchanged data, as well as the dependencies
between parts. Due to this decomposition, the only data to be exchanged
are the initial grayscale image, the Laplacian image, the Canny edge image,
and the binarized image. Compared to the computation performed in each
part, this constitutes a reasonable tradeoff between computation and data
transfer. Additionally, each of the three parts is independent from the other
two, so that no data is exchanged during computation of any of those parts.
However, while part 1.) and 2.) can be executed directly based on the
grayscale image, part 3.) depends on the results of the previous two steps
and can therefore only start after those two steps completed.
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Due to the chosen decomposition, it is possible to execute the three
different parts of HBA on different processing units. In this paper, we focus
only on CPU and GPU as processing units. Therefore, we obtain 8 different
mappings of HBA parts to a heterogeneous platform, as shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Mapping of algorithm parts to CPU and GPU

1.)
2.)
3.)

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

CPU
CPU
CPU

CPU
GPU
CPU

GPU
CPU
CPU

GPU
GPU
CPU

CPU
CPU
GPU

CPU
GPU
GPU

GPU
CPU
GPU

GPU
GPU
GPU

After conceptually decomposing HBA and mapping it to a heterogeneous
platform, we choose an implementation for each of the three parts. Here, it
is important to keep in mind that different processing units have different
execution models. Therefore, we choose different implementations or even
different algorithms depending on if one part is executed on the CPU or the
GPU.
For part 1.), the implementation is straightforward, since the Laplacian
image computation and the identification of bright outlier pixels can be
implemented using convolution. This can be implemented similarly for CPU
and GPU with help of OpenCL with the only difference of cache management,
which has to be done manually in the GPU implementation.
Part 2.) is similar to part 1.) in that the same algorithm can be used for
CPU and GPU with exception of the cache management. However, while
we use our own implementation for part 1.), part 2.) is a modification of the
Canny implementation from the OpenCV1 library. We extend OpenCV’s
implementation to make it possible to use relative values for the high
threshold thi and the low threshold tlo in contrast to the absolute values of
the original implementation. This makes it easier to find fitting values for
those thresholds, since the same relative threshold value will be suitable for
more images, despite different absolute gradient values.
So far, we could use the same algorithm for the CPU and the GPU. This
is different for the energy minimization performed in the third part. In
his paper, Howe uses Boykov and Kolmogorov’s graph cut algorithm [25]
to perform the minimization of the energy function [5]. While this is an
efficient algorithm when executed on a CPU, it is not suitable for execution
1

http://opencv.org
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on a GPU due to its global tree data structure. A graph cut algorithm,
which is more suitable for execution on a GPU is the JF-cut algorithm by
Peng et al. [27]. This algorithm is based on a push-relabel approach, which
allows parallel local updates, in contrast to sequential updates to a global
data structure, making it therefore more suitable for the GPU. For this
reason, we are using these two different algorithms for CPU and GPU in
our implementation.

6.3.2

GPU Energy Minimization

As mentioned before, the locally applicable push and relabel operations of
the push-relabel algorithm make it suitable for GPU execution. However,
Anderson and Setubal [30] have shown that a periodically executed global
step, called global relabel, greatly improves the execution performance of the
push-relabel algorithm. They also emphasize that this global step should not
be used too frequently, since it can affect execution performance negatively,
due to the required synchronization. Therefore, Anderson and Setubal
propose to execute global relabel only after |V | or 2|V | push and relabel
operations depending on the ratio between number of edges and vertices,
where |V | is the number of vertices in the graph. While this is a useful
heuristic, it is time consuming to keep track of the number of performed push
and relabel operations in implementations for the GPU, since a large number
of these operations is executed in parallel. Vineet and Narayanan [26] reduce
the number of global relabel executions in their GPU implementation by
executing it only after a fixed amount of iterations of push and relabel
phases. However, Peng et al. [27] claim that global relabel benefits execution
performance only in the first stages of their GPU implementation and can be
omitted thereafter. While this is true for the type of image segmentation they
analysed, we argue that HBA requires global relabelling steps throughout
the energy minimization part.
In order to understand the difference between the problem of image
segmentation Peng et al. looked at and document image binarization, we
first need to understand what global relabel actually does. Take the three
vertices v0,0 , v2,0 and v4,0 in Figure 6.5, which depicts a subgraph of a graph
constructed for an m × n intensity image corresponding to the first 5 pixels
of the first image row. Remember that in the push-relabel algorithm, we
imagine that each of the vertices has a water reservoir attached to it, which
is located at a certain height level. According to the graph, the reservoir of
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Figure 6.5: Subgraph of a graph built for an m × n image representing the first 5
pixels of the first image row.

v0,0 is empty and can still forward water to the sink. However, it can only
forward as much water as the reservoir of v2,0 holds, namely 2 units of water.
The reservoirs of v2,0 and v4,0 both hold 2 units of water, v0,0 is their closest
connection to the sink and v2,0 is closer to v0,0 than v4,0 .
For a dramatic effect, you can imagine a large number of empty reservoirs,
which cannot forward water to the sink, instead of the shown two vertices
v1,0 and v3,0 . The edge capacities connecting the reservoirs are sufficient
to transport all water in v2,0 and v4,0 to v0,0 . When we restrict ourselves
to local push and relabel operations, we might now increase the height of
v2,0 and v4,0 by one and start pushing the water downhill. On a local scale
however, we do not know if we should push the water in v2,0 towards v0,0 or
towards v4,0 , since both alternatives seem equally suitable. On a global scale,
we know that the closest path to the sink is via v0,0 . Therefore, global relabel,
as proposed by Goldberg and Tarjan [23], computes for each reservoir the
distance to the closest sink and sets the reservoir’s height level accordingly.
In this way, global relabel builds a ramp rising from v0,0 via v2,0 to v4,0 and
it becomes clear for local push operations to push water downhill in the
direction of v0,0 . Obviously, providing an initial direction towards the closest
sink makes the push-relabel algorithm more efficient almost regardless of
the problem it is applied to. This is the case, since we avoid locally correct,
but globally wrong decisions, such as pushing water from v2,0 towards v4,0 .
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After motivating an initial global relabel step, the question is now: Why
should we repeat the execution of global relabel? And why is this execution
dependent on the problem at hand? Going back to our example in Figure 6.5,
we can see that after three push operations the water from v2,0 will reach
the sink t and will fill up v0,0 ’s connection to the sink. Assuming that
at the same time as we pushed the water from v2,0 , we also pushed the
water downhill from v4,0 , the reservoir of v1,0 will now hold 2 units of water.
Even though, we know globally that the water in v1,0 cannot reach the sink
through v0,0 , the local push operation will still forward the water to this
vertex. Only then, a local relabel operation will change the height level of
v0,0 to find another way to the sink. This is not a big issue if the nearest
vertex with a not saturated connection to the sink lies in the same direction
as v0,0 , i.e., it is close to v0,0 , such as v0,1 , which is the vertex next to v0,0
in y direction in the complete graph. However, it becomes an issue if the
nearest vertex is located in the opposite direction, for instance, v9,0 , not
shown in the subgraph in Figure 6.5. In the second case, local push and
relabel operations would have to invert the previously built ramp one step at
a time. It becomes immediately clear that global relabel would simplify this
procedure by building a new ramp. Additionally, if we would have executed
global relabel after the three push operations, we would not have pushed
the water from v1,0 to v0,0 , but instead, we could have started to push the
water back in direction of v9,0 directly. This may not seem significant in this
small example. However, as mentioned before, there can be a large number
of intermediate vertices between v0,0 , v2,0 and v4,0 , increasing the number
of superfluous push and relabel operations. Therefore, depending on the
situation, it can be appropriate to repeat the execution of global relabel.
The two mentioned situations, i.e., the next closest sink connection lies
in direction of the current ramp and the case it lies in the opposite direction,
distinguish Peng et al.’s image segmentation problem from the binarization
of document images. In the image segmentation case, as illustrated by
Figure 6.6a, we have one central object, which should be separated from the
background. Therefore, we have one main region in which vertices have an
excess flow and one region in which vertices can forward flow to the sink.
The first region is marked with a white line in the image, while the latter
region is marked with a black line. Due to these two clearly defined regions,
the next closest sink connection will most likely lie in direction of the initially
built ramp. In contrast, in the document image binarization case, there
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(a) Segmentation Problem

(b) Binarization Problem

Figure 6.6: Images illustrating typical image segmentation and binarization problems. Image (a) is part of a benchmark dataset made by Szeliski et al. [31]. Image
(b) is part of the DIBCO 2013 dataset [13]. Additionally, image (b) illustrates
bleed-through.

is no central region in which vertices with excess flow are located and no
general direction towards a region of sink connected vertices. This is caused
by Howe’s energy function, which makes vertices of blank page regions carry
excess flow, while vertices of ink or bleed-through regions are connected to
the sink. With this in mind, one can see from Figure 6.6b that there is
no single sink region, but that vertices connected to the sink are scattered
all across the image. Because of this structural difference, it is far more
likely that the next closest sink connection will not lie in direction of the
initially built ramp, but that a direction change is necessary. Therefore, it is
beneficial for the execution performance to execute global relabel throughout
HBA’s execution, while this is unnecessary in the image segmentation case.
As mentioned before, it is important to perform global relabel not too
frequently. Therefore, we propose a slightly simplified version of Anderson
and Setubal’s heuristic [30] to achieve reasonable performance using global
relabel without the need of keeping track of the number of performed push
and relabel operations. Instead of performing global relabel after a fixed
number of iterations of push and relabel phases, as proposed by Vineet and
Narayanan [26], we double the number of iterations after each execution of
global relabel. In this way, we account for the fact that less and less push
and relabel operations are performed with each iteration and approximate
Anderson and Setubal’s heuristic.
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6.4

Parameter Tuning

Another path towards improving HBA’s execution performance is parameter
tuning. In this section, we argue that the correct choice of HBA’s parameters does not only benefit binarization performance, but also execution
performance, Section 6.4.1. Furthermore, we describe a fast way to predict
suitable parameters for a given document image, Section 6.4.2.

6.4.1

Benefits of Parameter Tuning

As mentioned before, the most important parameters for HBA are the
Canny high threshold thi and the penalty or capacity value c. Howe argues
in his paper [6] that selecting suitable parameters for a given image highly
benefits the binarization performance. Additionally to this improvement of
binarization quality, we argue that a fitting parameter choice benefits also
the execution performance. In the following, we detail how poor choices for
each of the two main parameters can negatively affect execution performance.
Canny High Threshold An optimal thi value is found when the edges of
most foreground elements, such as words are detected, while the edges of most
background elements, such as bleed-through or stains are ignored. Choosing
a too low thi value results in selecting many edges from background objects.
Since each detected edge results in a capacity of 0 in the corresponding edge
of the energy function, this leads to a largely disconnected graph. The result
are longer execution times for Ford-Fulkerson style algorithms as well as for
graph-cut algorithms, since it increases the length of the paths that flow
needs to travel from the source to the sink. Additionally, such a largely
disconnected graph has many narrow passages, where only a few graph edges
have the capacity to forward flow, while most surrounding graph edges do
not have the capacity. This leads to the situation that the edge capacities
of those passages are used up fast, resulting in direction changes in the
push-relabel algorithm, which are detrimental to the execution performance,
as discussed in the previous section.
On the other hand, a too high thi value results in ignoring edges from
foreground objects, keeping their corresponding vertices connected to the
rest of the graph. Since the vertices belonging to foreground objects get
high capacity connections to the sink in the energy function, this means
that more flow can be pushed from the source to the sink. This affects the
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execution performance negatively in Ford-Fulkerson style algorithms, since
more paths from source to sink have to be processed. In case of push-relabel
algorithms, more push and relabel operations need to be executed to direct
flow from many different, and potentially far away sources to the vertices of
foreground objects, until the capacities of their sink or neighbor edges are
consumed.
Penalty Value An optimal value for c is high enough to equal out background noise, such as bleed-through or stains, but low enough to not erase
faint ink strokes. Choosing a too low c value results in the situation that
short paths to the sink get blocked fast, due to exhausted edge capacities.
This increases the execution time of Ford-Fulkerson style algorithms and
push-relabel algorithms, due to the longer paths to the sink. Additionally,
fast blocked paths lead to many direction changes in the push-relabel algorithm, which also slows down execution performance. However, if the
value for c is near 0, processing will be fast, since most edges get saturated
immediately not allowing any equalization. On the other hand, a too high
value for c makes it almost impossible for edges to get saturated. Therefore,
flow can travel over long distances to reach the sink, which leads to longer
execution times. This is particularly problematic in combination with a
high thi value, since then many high capacity connections to the sink are
available.

6.4.2

Parameter Prediction

In the previous section, we discussed how choosing thi and c values lower or
higher than the optimal value can negatively affect not only the binarization
performance, but also the execution performance. Therefore, it is important
to be able to estimate suitable parameter values for a given image. While
Howe provides a parameter tuning algorithm, which works reasonably well [6],
his algorithm is time consuming, since it needs to binarize the given image
several times. In order to estimate HBA’s parameters in a timely fashion,
we propose to predict the parameters using multivariate regression based on
selected image features.
Initially, we looked at 20 different image features, such as intensity
mean, standard deviation, entropy or stroke width. Several of these features
were inspired by the work of Dinç et al. [32], in which the authors select
a binarization algorithm to binarize protein crystal images based on the
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image’s features. Examples for those features are the mean intensity of the
foreground region and the standard deviation of the background region. In
order to reduce the time taken for feature extraction, we used the BreimanCutler permutation variable importance measure [7] for random forests to
select 4 out of these 20 features. After measuring the variable importance,
the 4 most important features were chosen for prediction. In the following,
we describe those 4 selected features, while the other 16 features are described
in Appendix 6.A.1.

Co-Occurrence Matrix Contrast This feature is computed based on the
image’s co-occurrence matrix, which was first introduced by Haralick et
al. [33] to extract textural features from images. The co-occurrence matrix
records for each pair of intensity values, how often they occur in neighboring
pixels in an image. In this context, neighboring pixels are all pixels, which
are one pixel away in horizontal direction. The contrast of the co-occurrence
matrix is a measure of local variations in the image.

Co-Occurrence Matrix Homogeneity A second feature derived from the
co-occurrence matrix is the image’s homogeneity. This feature is a measure
for the degree of smooth transitions between pixels with different intensity
levels in an image.

Edge Mean This feature is computed by computing the Canny edge image
using a fixed value for the high threshold thi . Then, the mean intensity of
the image pixels belonging to the detected edges is computed.

Background Standard Deviation In order to compute this feature, we use
Otsu’s binarization algorithm [8] to get a rough estimate of the image’s foreground and background regions. Then, we compute the standard deviation
of the image pixels classified as background.
Using these four image features, we are using random forests to learn a
mapping fˆ from these features to suitable HBA parameters thi and c for a
given image.
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6.5

Experiment Design

To verify that the proposed measures achieve our overall goal to speed up
binarization without losing binarization performance, we designed several
experiments. In this section, we introduce our general experiment setup
(Section 6.5.1) and explain how we evaluate the execution performance of
different global relabel strategies (Section 6.5.2) and different mappings of
algorithm parts to CPU and GPU (Section 6.5.3). Additionally, we describe
how we measure the importance of parameter tuning (Section 6.5.4) and
how we evaluate the performance of our parameter prediction algorithm
(Section 6.5.5).

6.5.1

Experiment Setup

All experiments were performed on a computer with an Intel i7-6700K quadcore CPU @ 4.00 GHz, 32 GB DDR4 RAM and an Nvidia GeForce GTX 980.
To execute parts of HBA on CPU and GPU, we use our own implementation
of HBA, which uses the programming interface specified in the OpenCL
standard [29] for executing code on CPU and GPU.
The document image binarization contest datasets from DIBCO 2009 [11],
H-DIBCO 2010 [15], DIBCO 2011 [12], H-DIBCO 2012 [16], DIBCO 2013 [13],
H-DIBCO 2014 [14] and H-DIBCO 2016 [17], were used in all experiments.
These datasets contain 86 images in total, of which 65 images are handwritten
and 21 images are printed documents. The images of printed documents are
from the DIBCO 2009, DIBCO 2011 and DIBCO 2013 dataset.
For all experiments measuring execution time, we perform four consecutive time measurements and report the average time for the last three
time measurements. In this way, we exclude the initial cold run and obtain
more stable measurement results, which are not skewed by operating system
caching. Furthermore, by averaging over the three warm runs, we obtain a
time measurement, which is less affected by other operating system tasks
running at the same time. Additionally, it should be noted that we only
measure the execution time for the binarization algorithm, excluding the
time for loading and storing the respective image.
We measure the binarization performance using F-Measure, pseudoFMeasure (Fps ), the peak-signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and the distance
reciprocal distortion metric (DRD), which are commonly used in binarization
competitions [13, 14, 16, 17]. While F-Measure assesses binarization quality
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in terms of misclassified pixels regardless of the pixels’ location, Fps weights
pixel misclassifications differently to emphasize readability. PSNR measures
the similarity between ground truth image and respective binarized image
and DRD measures visual distortions in the binarized image.
As we show in Section 6.6.3, the binarization parameters thi and c
have a significant impact on binarization and execution performance. To
allow an unbiased comparison of execution times, we use the binarization
parameters found by Howe’s parameter tuning algorithm [6] for all our time
measurements.

6.5.2

Evaluating Global Relabel Strategies

For our evaluation, we consider four different global relabel strategies for the
push-relabel algorithm used on the GPU. Those strategies are None, Initial,
Fixed and Exponential as described in the following.
None We perform the energy minimization using the push-relabel algorithm
without any global relabel step.
Initial As Peng et al. [27], we perform only one global relabel step in the
beginning of the push-relabel algorithm.
Fixed As Vineet and Narayanan [26], we perform a global relabel step in
fixed intervals with every eighth iteration of the push-relabel GPU algorithm.
Exponential As described before, we double the interval size after each
global relabel step starting with an interval of eight iterations.
For each of these four strategies, we measure the execution time for the
images of all datasets using the respective binarization parameters found
using Howe’s parameter tuning algorithm. For this evaluation, all parts of
HBA are executed on the GPU.

6.5.3

Evaluating Algorithm Mappings

As mentioned before, there are eight different possibilities to map HBA onto
a heterogeneous platform consisting of one CPU and one GPU. To identify
the most suitable mapping, we measure the execution times for the images
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of all datasets. Based on our findings presented in Section 6.6.1, we use the
global relabel strategy Fixed in all measurements.
Apart from the execution performance, we need to ensure that each of the
eight mappings produces a comparable binarization performance. Therefore,
we compare the obtained binarization results with their respective ground
truth images using the 4 previously described measures. Additionally, we
compare our results with Howe’s Matlab implementation2 , executed on
Matlab version R2016b . This implementation incorporates Boykov and
Kolmogorov’s method for efficient graph cuts [25], as well as Kohli and Torr’s
approach for reusing minimization results after modifying the graph [34].

6.5.4

Evaluating Parameter Impact

In order to evaluate which impact HBA’s most important parameters thi and
c have on the binarization and execution performance, we binarize the images
from all datasets using different values for these parameters. Here, we let thi
range from 0.15 to 0.65 in steps of 0.1 and c from 20 to 1545 in steps of 25.
For all combinations of these parameter values, we measure the execution
time in seconds and the binarization performance using F-Measure.
Based on the results from Section 6.6.1 and 6.6.2, we execute all parts of
the binarization algorithm on the GPU and use the global relabel strategy
Fixed for all measurements.

6.5.5

Evaluating Prediction Performance

We evaluate the performance of our proposed parameter tuning approach
in terms of binarization performance of the chosen parameters, as well
as execution time. For our approach, we use the DIBCO 2013 dataset as
training dataset to build ten random forest models for multivariate regression
using ten different, randomly chosen seed values. In this way, we can show
that our approach is stable against random variations in the construction
of the random forests model. The training dataset was built by choosing
for each image in DIBCO 2013 the binarization parameters thi and c, which
produced the best binarization performance with respect to F-Measure in
the previous experiment (Section 6.5.4). For building the models, we used
the default settings of the randomForestSRC R package [35–37].
2

http://www.cs.smith.edu/~nhowe/research/code/
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We use each of the ten models to predict the binarization parameters for
all images in the remaining datasets, DIBCO 2009, H-DIBCO 2010, DIBCO
2011, H-DIBCO 2012, H-DIBCO 2014 and H-DIBCO 2016. The execution
time is measured for each image including feature extraction, parameter
prediction and image binarization. Here, we measure the execution time
including loading and storing the respective image. Similarly, we measure
the execution time for Howe’s parameter tuning algorithm [6] from the time
the image starts loading until the binarized image is stored.
In order to make it easier to compare our parameter tuning approach
with Howe’s algorithm, we use Howe’s Matlab implementation for image
binarization, but we use the parameters predicted by our random forests
model. Therefore, the only difference in binarization performance can be
achieved by the chosen binarization parameters. To compare the binarization
performance of Howe’s algorithm and our approach, we use the 4 previously
described measures for each binarized image.

6.6

Results and Analysis

In this section, we present the results obtained by carrying out the experiments described in the previous section and analyze those results. We evaluate the performance of the different global relabel strategies (Section 6.6.1)
and the different algorithm mappings (Section 6.6.2). Furthermore, we
show what impact the two parameters thi and c have on the binarization
and execution performance (Section 6.6.3) and evaluate the performance of
our parameter tuning algorithm in comparison to Howe’s tuning algorithm
(Section 6.6.4).

6.6.1

Performance of Global Relabel Strategies

Figure 6.7 shows the measured execution times for the images from all
datasets for all four global relabel strategies. From these box plots, we
can see that there is a slight difference between the execution times of the
strategies None and Initial compared to Fixed and Exponential.
Therefore, we conduct a repeated measures analysis of variances (ANOVA)
to analyze this difference more closely. This is a suitable test in this situation,
since we are analysing more than two dependent samples and the depended
variable, i.e., execution time, is continuous and approximately normally
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Figure 6.7: Execution times for the global relabel strategies None, Initial, Fixed
and Exponential for the images of all datasets.Boxes illustrate the first, second and
third quartile; Whiskers indicate the lowest and the highest value within the 1.5
interquartile range; Dots mark outliers outside this range

distributed. We avoid problems with possible violations of the sphericity
assumption by building a multilevel linear model with maximum-likelihood
estimation for ANOVA using the nlme R package [38].
The performed ANOVA test indicates statistically significant differences
in the execution times of the four analyzed global relabel strategies at the
p < 0.05 level [F (3, 255) = 15.19843, p < 0.0001]. Here, numDF and
denDF in F (numDF, denDF ) indicate the numerator degrees of freedom
(numDF ) and the denominator degrees of freedom (denDF ) of the F statistic respectively. Both degrees of freedom are estimated by the nlme R
package based on the input data.
The next step in our analysis is to identify strategies which differ significantly in their execution times. Therefore, we use the multcomp R
package [39] to perform Tukey’s test as post hoc analysis. This test shows
that there is no statistically significant difference between the global relabel
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strategies None and Initial (p-value = 0.926), as well as between the strategies Fixed and Exponential (p-value = 0.843). However, clear statistically
significant differences exist between all other combinations of these strategies
with p-values < 0.001.
Based on the box plots in Figure 6.7 and the results of our statistical
analysis, we can see that repeated global relabel steps improve the execution performance of the push-relabel algorithm in the case of document
image binarization. This supports our hypothesis that performing global
relabel steps throughout the execution of HBA’s energy minimization part
improves the execution performance. However, none of the two analyzed
strategies, Fixed and Exponential, which repeatedly perform global relabel
steps, performs significantly better than the other. Therefore, we decide
which strategy to use in further experiments simply based on the lowest
median value. In this case, this strategy is the global relabel strategy Fixed.

6.6.2

Performance of Algorithm Mappings

As described in Section 6.5.3, we measure the execution times for binarizing
each of the images in all analyzed datasets to find the most suitable mapping
of HBA’s parts to CPU and GPU. Figure 6.8 shows the measurement results
for all mappings as indicated in Table 6.1, as well as the time measurements
for Howe’s original Matlab implementation (Matlab). Based on these box
plots, one can see that there are certain differences between the execution
times of different mappings and the reference implementation.
To analyze these differences in more detail, we perform a repeated
measures ANOVA, as in the previous section. This test indicates statistically
significant differences in the execution times for the 8 analyzed mappings and
the reference implementation at the p < 0.05 level [F (8, 619) = 34.91975, p <
0.0001]. Therefore, we perform Tukey’s test as post hoc analysis, to identify
between which mappings there are differences in execution performance.
Tukey’s test indicates that there is a statistical significant difference at
the p < 0.05 level between implementations of HBA, which perform the
energy minimization step on the CPU, i.e., the reference implementation
and mapping I, II, III, and IV, and implementations which perform this
step on the GPU, i.e., mapping V, VI, VII and VIII. Additionally, we can
see statistically significant differences between mappings, which perform
the Laplacian and Canny edge detection on the CPU, i.e., the reference
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Figure 6.8: Execution times for all 8 different mappings of HBA to CPU and GPU
for the images of all datasets.Boxes illustrate the first, second and third quartile;
Whiskers indicate the lowest and the highest value within the 1.5 interquartile range;
Dots mark outliers outside this range

implementation and mapping I and V, and mappings which perform these
computations on the GPU, i.e., mapping IV and VIII. Apart from those
differences, there are no other statistically significant differences between
mappings. From these results and the box plots in Figure 6.8, one can
see that mapping all HBA parts to the GPU yields the best execution
performance. With this mapping, it is possible to speed up the image
binarization on average by a factor of 3.5 compared to executing the whole
algorithm on the CPU.
In order to ensure that the achieved speedup is not gained by decreasing
binarization performance, we measure the binarization performance for the
images of all datasets for all mappings, as well as the reference implementation using the 4 chosen binarization quality measures. As for the analysis
of the execution time, we perform a repeated measures ANOVA to identify possible differences in binarization performance between the different
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Table 6.2: Results of the ANOVA test for the 4 used Binarization Quality Measures
for all 8 mappings and the reference implementation.
Measure

F (8, 680)

p

F-Measure
Fps
PSNR
DRD

2.185
6.396
0.3718
1.58421

0.0268
< 0.0001
0.9355
0.1259

mappings and the reference implementation for each quality measure. From
the outcome of this test, as shown in Table 6.2, we can see that there is no
statistically significant difference at the p < 0.05 level between any of the
mappings and the reference implementation when measuring binarization
performance with PSNR or DRD. However, when measuring the binarization
performance using F-Measure or Fps , we can observe a statistically significant
difference in binarization performance.
We analyze this difference by performing Tukey’s test as post hoc test.
From those test results, we can see that there is a statistically significant
difference only between the reference implementation and the different
mappings, but not among the mappings, for both binarization measures.
Therefore, we can conclude that the speedup was not achieved by decreasing
binarization performance. This can also be seen in Figure 6.9, which shows
the Fps results for the images of all datasets for the different mappings
and the reference implementation. The shown box plots also indicate that
the found difference between the binarization performance of the reference
implementation and the different mappings is caused by the fact that the
reference implementation produces worse binarization results compared to
our implementation for the chosen binarization parameters.

6.6.3

Parameter Impact

By varying the binarization parameters thi and c for the images from all
datasets, we can observe that all images tend to have an approximately
concave response surface with respect to binarization performance. This
makes these parameters particularly suitable for parameter tuning, since
small deviations from an ”optimal” parameter setting cause only small degradations in binarization performance. The approximately concave response
surfaces can be seen in Figures 6.10a, 6.10c and 6.10e, which show the ob-
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Figure 6.9: Fps results for all 8 different mappings of HBA to CPU and GPU for the
images of all datasets.Boxes illustrate the first, second and third quartile; Whiskers
indicate the lowest and the highest value within the 1.5 interquartile range; Dots
mark outliers outside this range

tained F-Measure values for different parameter settings for images from the
DIBCO 2011 dataset. One should note that while these three images were
chosen for illustration purposes, their response surfaces show characteristics,
which can be found in all analyzed images.
When comparing the response surfaces for the binarization performance
with the surfaces for the execution performance (Figures 6.10b, 6.10d and
6.10f), one can see that the parameter settings yielding the best binarization performance, as indicated by the white circle, also tend to have low
execution times. Therefore, we analyze the correlation between binarization
performance and execution time for all images using the Pearson productmoment correlation coefficient. In order to make the F-Measure and time
measurements of the different images comparable, we apply standard score
normalization to all measurements of one image. By using this normalized
data, we see that there is a clear negative correlation between binarization
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Figure 6.10: Images illustrating the response surface for binarization performance
(left column) and execution performance (right column) for different parameter
settings of thi and c for selected images from the DIBCO 2011 dataset [12]. The
different markers show the ”optimal” parameter setting (circle), the parameter
setting chosen by Howe’s tuning algorithm [6] (cross) and our tuning algorithm
(triangle).
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performance and execution performance [r = −0.194, n = 31992, p < 0.0001].
This supports our initial hypothesis that well chosen binarization parameters in terms of binarization performance also yield reasonable execution
performance.

6.6.4

Prediction Performance

As described in Section 6.5.5, we use the results of the previous section
to construct ten random forest models for prediction of the binarization
parameters. In order to ensure that there are no statistically significant
differences in binarization performance between the binarization parameters
predicted by each of these models, we perform a repeated measures ANOVA,
as described in Section 6.6.1. Additionally, we include in this analysis the
measured binarization performance of Howe’s parameter tuning algorithm.
The performed ANOVA test shows that there is no statistically significant difference between the predictions of any of the random forest models
and Howe’s tuning algorithm at the p < 0.05 level for any of the 4 used
binarization quality measures, as shown in Table 6.3. This can be seen as
well in Figure 6.10, which shows for three selected images which parameters
were chosen by Howe’s algorithm (cross) and by our prediction (triangle),
as well as which parameter settings are ”optimal” (circle) for the respective
image. Optimal parameter settings are the settings resulting in the highest
F-Measure value, which were found during the previous experiment (Section 6.6.3). From this image, one can see that the parameters chosen by
Howe’s algorithm and the parameters found by our algorithm are close to
each other for all images.
Table 6.3: Results of the ANOVA test for the 4 used Binarization Quality Measures
for the 10 random forest models and the reference implementation.
Measure

F (10, 715)

p

F-Measure
Fps
PSNR
DRD

0.065
0.219
0.1291
0.00715

1.0000
0.9946
0.9994
1.0000

Next, we analyze the execution times for our ten random forest models
and for Howe’s parameter tuning algorithm. Figure 6.11 shows the execution
time of Howe’s algorithm for the images from all datasets, except DIBCO
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Figure 6.11: Execution time in seconds for Howe’s parameter tuning algorithm
and our prediction algorithm for the images from all datasets, except DIBCO 2013,
which was used as training set.Boxes illustrate the first, second and third quartile;
Whiskers indicate the lowest and the highest value within the 1.5 interquartile range;
Dots mark outliers outside this range

2013, which was used for training, compared to the random forests model,
which had the highest mean execution time among all ten random forest
models. From these box plots, one can see that there is a clear difference in
execution time between Howe’s algorithm and our prediction algorithm.
To confirm this observation, we perform a repeated measures ANOVA
for the execution times of all ten random forest models and Howe’s tuning algorithm. This analysis shows a statistically significant difference in
execution times at the p < 0.05 level [F (10, 690) = 47.7139, p < 0.0001].
The Tukey test shows that the detected differences in execution times are
only between Howe’s tuning algorithm and the random forest models, with
p-values < 0.0001, but not between the random forest models.
Therefore, we can conclude that our prediction algorithm chooses binarization parameters, which produce comparable binarization performance
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to Howe’s algorithm, while executing on average 1.7 times faster. This
speedup can be explained by the fact that Howe’s tuning algorithm has
to perform the computationally expensive binarization step several times,
while our approach requires only one binarization step per image. Thus, the
average speedup increases to 2.5, when looking only at the larger images
from the analysed datasets, with no statistically significant difference to
the binarization performance of Howe’s tuning algorithm in any of the 4
measures. Here, the larger images are all images from the analysed datasets
with an area at or above the third quartile.

6.7

Related Work

In this section, we discuss previous work related to improved execution
performance of image binarization algorithms due to their implementation
(Section 6.7.1), as well as work related to automatic parameter tuning for
image binarization algorithms (Section 6.7.2).

6.7.1

Efficient Image Binarization

Most research on image binarization has focused more on the quality of the
binarization result than on the execution time. This is also reflected in the
numerous binarization competitions, in which the execution time is either not
reported [11, 13] or not used as evaluation criterium [14, 16]. Nevertheless,
there have been a few implementations of common binarization algorithms
utilizing the parallel computing capabilities of GPUs. For example, Singh
et al. proposed GPU implementations for the binarization algorithms by
Niblack, Otsu and Sauvola et al. [40–42] to speed up these commonly used
algorithms. In their implementations, Singh et al. treat image binarization
as a data parallel problem, where each image pixel is classified as foreground
or background pixel by its own GPU thread. With this parallelization
approach, they report up to 20 times faster binarization in comparison to
a single threaded implementation of the respective algorithm. Recently,
Chen et al. [43] proposed another GPU implementation of an algorithmically
improved version of Sauvola’s binarization algorithm using integral images,
as proposed by Shafait et al. [44]. With this implementation, Chen et al.
report up to 38 times faster execution performance compared to a CPU
implementation. Furthermore, GPU implementations of other binarization
algorithms were proposed by Peña-Cantillana et al. [45] and Soua et al. [46].
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The main difference between the approaches mentioned above and our
approach is that we analyze potential benefits of mapping different parts of
a binarization algorithm to different processors of a heterogeneous platform.
This is important to identify how the available compute platform can be
utilized most efficiently.
Work most closely related to our approach is described in the paper by
Westphal et al. [47], which is a work-in-progress report describing the general
idea of mapping HBA to a heterogeneous platform including preliminary
results for execution and binarization performance. This paper extends that
report by analyzing the importance of global relabel steps during the energy
minimization part of HBA, as well as by exploring the relation between
the choice of HBA’s parameters and the execution time. Furthermore,
we propose an efficient way of choosing these parameters and analyze the
obtained results for all performed experiments more extensively.

6.7.2

Automatic Parameter Tuning

Many binarization algorithms, such as the algorithm by Sauvola and Pietikäinen [10], Kim et al. [48] or Su et al. [49], have parameters, which need to
be fine-tuned depending on a given image to achieve their upper bound
binairzation performance. This fine-tuning is normally done manually for
a sample of the document images to binarize and is then fixed to the best
parameter setting.
This required manual tuning is a limitation of these approaches, which
adds extra work to other document analysis tasks, which use image binarization as one preprocessing step. Additionally, the fixed parameter setting
might not be optimal for all images within one dataset. For this reason,
Gatos et al. [50] and Afzal et al. [51] propose different binarization algorithms,
which do not require manual parameter tuning.
An alternative to parameterless binarization algorithms is the approach
by Mesquita et al. [52], which tunes the parameters for Mesquita et al.’s perception of objects by distance (POD) preprocessing step for binarization [53].
The parameter tuning is performed using the Iterated F-Race approach on
a training dataset to find a suitable parameter configuration to be used
for all images in the target dataset. Here, it is important that the test
dataset is representative of the target dataset to find a reasonable parameter
configuration. This approach differs from our own approach in that it does
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not tune the parameters of the used binarization algorithm directly and that
it does not adapt the parameter configuration to the specific characteristics
of the currently binarized image.
Another approach to address the parameter tuning problem was taken
by Cheriet et al. [54], which is more closely related to our own approach. In
their paper, Cheriet et al. propose a machine learning framework to add
automatic parameter tuning to any image binarization algorithm. The core
of their framework is a set of image features, which they use as input to
several univariate models built for each binarization parameter with support
vector regression. In contrast to the approach by Cheriet et al., we use a
different and smaller set of image features, which is used to build a random
forests model for multivariate regression. This smaller set of features is
beneficial for execution performance, since less time is spent on extracting
different features from an image.

6.8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have shown that the execution performance of a state-ofthe-art binarization algorithm can be considerably improved with help of
heterogeneous computing and prediction based parameter tuning, while not
affecting the binarization performance.
After analyzing different ways of mapping parts of Howe’s binarization
algorithm (HBA) onto CPU and GPU, we come to the conclusion that the
whole algorithm should be executed on the GPU to achieve on average a
3.5 times higher execution performance compared to executing the complete
algorithm on the CPU.
We have also presented a new parameter tuning algorithm for HBA based
on multivariate regression using random forests, which chooses parameter
values producing comparable binarization performance to Howe’s parameter
turning algorithm. However, we have shown, that our algorithm performs
on average 1.7 times faster than Howe’s original algorithm when considering
all images from the analyzed datasets, and 2.5 times faster when considering
only large images, i.e., images with an area at or above the third quartile.
The main reason is that we only need to binarize a given image once in
contrast to Howe’s approach.
When comparing the execution time improvements achieved by heterogeneous computing and parameter tuning in absolute numbers, it becomes clear
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that the improvement of the parameter tuning algorithm has the greater
impact on the overall execution performance. While we can save on average
0.44 seconds using heterogeneous computing, we save 3.22 seconds using our
parameter tuning algorithm, or 8.73 seconds when considering only large
images. Going back to our initial example with 50 million images, this
improvement translates to 6 years of saved execution time for comparatively
small images or 14 years for images with sizes similar to the largest images
in the analyzed datasets.
Apart from these two main contributions to the execution performance
of HBA, we have also shown that the continuous application of global relabel
steps during the push-relabel algorithm is important for the execution
performance when dealing with document images. However, our results do
not show any significant differences between the two analyzed global relabel
strategies, which performed global relabel steps either in fixed intervals or
in exponentially growing intervals.
Finally, we have shown that there is a statistically significant negative
correlation between execution time and binarization performance for different
parameter settings of HBA. This is an interesting finding, since it means
that it is sufficient to tune HBA’s parameters with respect to binarization
performance to achieve also a reasonable execution performance of the
algorithm.
In future work, it may be interesting to investigate the possibility to
improve the execution performance of the binarization of a batch of images
by interleaving the binarization steps for these images. This could lead to
potential speedups, since the Canny edge detection for the next image could
run on the CPU in parallel to the energy minimization of the previous image,
running on the GPU.
Another direction for future work would be to further improve the
prediction based parameter tuning. Since the current implementation of the
feature extraction and prediction process is not optimized for fast execution,
it would be interesting to investigate how much more time can be saved
when improving the execution performance of these two steps.
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Appendix
6.A.1

Image Features

In this section, we describe the 16 image features, which have been considered
as base for our parameter prediction approach, described in Section 6.4.2, but
which have not been chosen. We describe these 16 features in the following.
Intensity Mean This feature calculates the mean over all intensity values
in the analyzed grayscale image.
Intensity Standard Deviation Similarly to the previous feature, this feature
is computed over all intensity values in the grayscale image, deriving their
standard deviation.
Co-Occurrence Matrix Correlation We derive this feature from the image’s
co-occurrence matrix, which was first introduced by Haralick et al. [33]. It
measures the linear dependency between the co-occurring intensity values
and thus assesses the general repetitiveness of certain patterns in the image.
While repeated smooth transitions between intensity values lead to a positive
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correlation value, repeated jumps between intensity values lead to a negative
correlation value.
Co-Occurrence Matrix Energy As the previous feature, this feature is
derived from the image’s co-occurrence matrix. It is also known as uniformity
and is a measure for the amount of reoccurring transitions between intensity
levels. A high energy indicates that there are only a few, often reoccurring
transitions between intensity levels. Thus, a constant image has the highest
possible energy.
Number of Connected Components This feature counts the number of
connected components above a certain size. The connected components are
identified based on the binarized image, which was produced using Otsu’s
binarization algorithm [8].
Average Connected Components Size For this feature, the connected
components, which were identified for the previous feature, are used to
compute this feature by averaging over the different connected component
sizes.
Normalized Connected Components Size The aim of this feature is to
make the previous feature comparable between images by normalizing the
average connected components size by image size.
Image Size While not a particularly relevant feature in itself, the image
size might help to put the values of other features into perspective, making
different images better comparable.
Foreground Mean To compute the foreground mean, we apply Otsu’s
binarization algorithm [8] to first get an estimated separation of foreground
and background. Then, we compute the mean over the intensities of all
pixels classified as foreground by Otsu’s algorithm.
Background Mean As for the previous feature, the image’s foreground
and background separation is estimated and then the intensity mean over
all background pixels is computed.
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Mean Ratio In order to express how different estimated foreground pixels
are from estimated background pixels, we compute the ratio between the
previous two features, i.e., foreground mean and background mean.
Foreground Standard Deviation The foreground standard deviation is
computed by estimating the separation between foreground and background
pixels using Otsu’s binarization algorithm. Then, the standard deviation
over all detected foreground pixels is computed.
Number of Edge Pixels Using Canny’s edge detection algorithm [18]
with fixed parameters, we estimate the borders between foreground and
background. For this feature, we simply count the number of pixels, which
constitute this border.
Normalized Number of Edge Pixels This feature normalizes the found
number of edge pixels by the image size to make different images better
comparable with respect to their edge pixel number.
Average Line Width This feature estimates the average width of all foreground elements in an image based on foreground elements identified using
Otsu’s binarization algorithm.
Entropy The image’s entropy measures the degree of randomness present
in an image. Therefore, it is another measure for the image’s structure.
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Abstract
In the context of document image analysis, image binarization is an
important preprocessing step for other document analysis algorithms,
but also relevant on its own by improving the readability of images of
historical documents. While historical document image binarization is
challenging due to common image degradations, such as bleedthrough,
faded ink or stains, achieving good binarization performance in a timely
manner is a worthwhile goal to facilitate efficient information extraction
from historical documents.
In this paper, we propose a recurrent neural network based algorithm using Grid Long Short-Term Memory cells for image binarization,
as well as a pseudo F-Measure based weighted loss function. We evaluate the binarization and execution performance of our algorithm for
different choices of footprint size, scale factor and loss function. Our
experiments show a significant trade-off between binarization time and
quality for different footprint sizes. However, we see no statistically
significant difference when using different scale factors and only limited
differences for different loss functions. Lastly, we compare the binarization performance of our approach with the best performing algorithm
in the 2016 handwritten document image binarization contest and show
that both algorithms perform equally well.

7.1

Introduction

Image binarization, the separation of text foreground from page background,
is an important processing step when analyzing historical document images.
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(a) Faded Ink and Bleedthrough.

(b) Stains Covering Parts of the Text.

Figure 7.1: Common Image Degradations in Images of Historical Documents.
Images from the DIBCO 2013 dataset [2].

This separation enables algorithms for layout analysis or document transcription to focus only on the written text without the disturbing background
noise. Similarly, image binarization improves document readability for human audiences. It is challenging, however, in historical documents, due
to common degradations found in those documents, such as bleedthrough,
faded ink or stains, as illustrated in Figure 7.1.
While many previous binarization algorithms were based on hand-crafted
image processing steps, the recent rise of deep learning methods in document
analysis has led to more and more deep learning based image binarization approaches. However, mostly the use of convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
for binarization has been explored in the literature. To examine a different,
less explored direction, we follow the idea of Afzal et al. [1] to use recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) for image binarization.
The main difference between CNNs and RNNs are the RNN’s recurrent
connections, which allow the results of previous processing steps, called time
steps, to affect the result of the current time step. This behavior of the
recurrent connections allows the RNN to ’remember’ previously seen inputs,
which should enable it to make better binarization decisions by recognizing
the relationship between pixels further apart from each other, such as pixels
forming a character and pixels forming the character’s diacritical mark. To
avoid the vanishing gradient problem, a common issue in RNNs due to
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their large depth produced by the recurrent connections, Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) cells are commonly used [3].
In this paper, we present our work with the following main contributions:
• proposal of an RNN based binarization algorithm
• proposal of a dynamically weighted loss function
• evaluation of the impact of the algorithm’s hyperparameters, footprint
size, scale factor and loss function, on the binarization performance
• identification of a significant trade-off between binarization quality
and time for different footprint sizes
Lastly, we compare our proposed approach with other state-of-the-art approaches. While our approach with a footprint size of 4, a scale factor of
2 and trained with our dynamic loss function performs equally well as the
best performing algorithm from the 2016 binarization contest [4], it shows
a lower performance than the currently best performing approach on the
H-DIBCO 2016 dataset by Vo et al. [5].

7.2

Background

This section introduces the two main components this paper is based on.
Those components are Grid Long Short-Term Memory (Section 7.2.1), which
is used to construct the proposed RNN based binarizer, and Pseudo FMeasure (Section 7.2.2), the base for the proposed loss function.

7.2.1

Grid Long Short-Term Memory

Grid Long Short-Term Memory (Grid LSTM) networks, proposed by Kalchbrenner et al. [6], are a variant of LSTM networks [3]. The main difference
to standard LSTM networks is that Grid LSTMs provide support for multidimensional processing. This support is achieved by arranging LSTM
cells along each of the Grid LSTM’s N dimensions, where the LSTM cells
along a dimension have their own weight matrices Wd , as well as their own
memory vectors md . However, the input to a Grid LSTM layer, consisting
of the inputs from each input dimension xd and the hidden vectors from all
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dimensions from the previous time step hd , is shared between all dimensions
as one concatenated vector h:

h

h = x1 | h1 | . . . xN | hN |

i|

(7.1)

Thus, the N outputs of an N -dimensional Grid LSTM layer are computed
as follows:
(h10 , m10 ) = LSTM(h, m1 , W1 )
..
.

(7.2)

0
0
(hN
, mN
) = LSTM(h, mN , WN )

Another feature of Grid LSTMs is the possibility to define priority
dimensions. The idea here is that when computing the LSTM output of
a priority dimension, the vector h contains the current time step hidden
vectors hd0 of the non priority dimensions instead of the hidden vectors of
the previous time step.

7.2.2

Pseudo F-Measure

Pseudo F-Measure (Fps ) is an evaluation measure for the binarization quality
of a binarization algorithm for document images, which was proposed by
Ntirogiannis et al. [7]. Unlike other commonly used evaluation measures,
such as F-Measure or the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), Fps takes into
account the fact that labelling errors, which impact the readability of the
actual text, are worse than those that do not affect the readability.
This focus on readability is achieved by weighting the labelling errors
when computing pseudo recall (Rps ) and pseudo precision (Pps ), based on
the location of the mislabelled pixels relative to the ground truth foreground.
When computing Rps , missed foreground pixels are penalized more and
thus affect the final result more, the closer they are to the middle of the
ground truth character line. Similarly, when computing Pps , misclassified
background pixels are penalized more if they are located in a line width
wide area around a ground truth line. Within this area, pixels closer to the
ground truth are penalized less than pixels that are further away.
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L1tl
L1tr

L2s

L1br

L2e

L3

L1bl
Figure 7.1: Overall Network Architecture

7.3

Recurrent Binarization

The main contributions of this paper are the proposed Grid LSTM based
network architecture for binarization, as described in Section 7.3.1, and the
customized loss function, described in Section 7.3.2.

7.3.1

Architecture

In our approach, we divide the image to be binarized into non-overlapping
blocks of 64 × 64 pixels, padding the image with zeros if necessary. These
blocks are then converted into input sequences to the RNN and binarized
separately from each other. In general, each image block is read by four
separate Grid LSTM layers, each beginning to read the image from a different
corner. This is illustrated in Figure 7.1 through the four different Grid LSTM
blocks reading the provided image block from the top-left corner, L1tl , from
the top-right corner, L1tr , from the bottom-left corner, L1bl , and from the
bottom-right corner, L1br .
After processing the whole block, the output sequences from all four
Grid LSTM layers are aligned and combined into one feature sequence. The
purpose of the alignment is to ensure that all outputs correspond to the
same respective input pixels. The produced feature sequence is then read
again by two separate Grid LSTM layers in a bi-directional fashion with one
layer beginning at the start of the sequence, L2s , and one beginning at the
end, L2e . The final binarization result is then produced by a fully connected
layer, L3 , which makes the final decision on the pixel labels based on the
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aligned and combined output sequences of the previous bi-directional Grid
LSTM layer.
With this understanding of the general data flow through the network,
we can now have a more detailed look on how the input Grid LSTM layer
reads a given image block. The image block to process is first divided into
smaller non-overlapping blocks of f × f pixels, with f being the configured
footprint size. At each time step, one of these blocks is then converted
into an input vector for the first input dimension x1 and processed by the
respective Grid LSTM layer. The order in which these input blocks are
processed depends on the respective input layer. For example, L1tl reads the
blocks from left to right and from top to bottom, while L1br reads the blocks
from right to left and from bottom to top.
Additionally to the input block in the first input dimension, we make
use of the ability of Grid LSTMs to process multidimensional data and
provide the input block above the current one as input vector x2 to the
second input dimension. As shown in Figure 7.2, this second input block
has the same size as the first input block, i.e., f × f . In order to provide
the network with even more context information, we provide a scaled down
version of the surroundings of the first input block as input vector x3 to the
third input dimension. The area taken into account is determined by the
configured scale factor sf , since the scaled down input block is required to
have the same size as the other two blocks, i.e., f × f . Thus, the size of the
surrounding area considered is (sf · f ) × (sf · f ).
Provided with the three described input vectors x1 , x2 and x3 , each of
the four Grid LSTM input layers produces its output in the first dimension,
which is configured as priority dimension and thus is affected directly by the
other two input dimensions and the one non-input dimension. As described
before, this output is further processed by a bi-directional Grid LSTM layer,
which has only one input and one non-input dimension.
Two interesting parameters of the described architecture are the footprint
size f and the scale factor sf . For example, we would expect f to have an
impact on training and binarization time, since larger footprints reduce the
number of time steps per image block. Conversely, a large f may negatively
impact the binarization performance, due to a loss of focus. Similarly, sf is
interesting, since a larger value for sf provides more context information,
but comes at the cost of a loss in resolution.
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x1
x2
x3
Figure 7.2: Network inputs for the 3 input dimensions, x0 , x1 , x2 , for a footprint
size of 16 × 16 and a scale factor of 2.

7.3.2

Dynamic Loss

The neural network architecture described in the previous section is trained
using supervised learning. For this, it is important to quantify the difference
between the current binarization result and the available ground truth as
loss. This computed loss can then be used to appropriately adjust the
tuneable weights in the neural network using back propagation through time.
Since image binarization only has two labels, i.e., 0 for foreground and 1 for
background, a suitable loss function would be the binary cross-entropy loss
L, as defined in Equation 7.3.

L = yi · −log(ŷi ) + (1 − yi ) · −log(1 − ŷi )

(7.3)

This loss function produces large values if the label ŷi assigned to pixel i
is different from the target label yi and is minimized during training. While
this loss function provides us with a suitable measure of the current distance
to the ground truth, it does not take into account the large class imbalance
in document images, which is due to the fact that a page generally consists
of more background than foreground. In order to account for this class
imbalance, a static weight w can be added to L to emphasize certain labelling
errors more than others. As shown in the resulting loss function Lstat in
Equation 7.4, the added weight w allows to configure the relative importance
of background labelling errors over foreground errors.
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Lstat = w · yi · −log(ŷi ) + (1 − yi ) · −log(1 − ŷi )

(7.4)

While applying a static weight is a reasonable heuristic to address class
imbalance, it does not encourage actual readability of the binarized document.
Therefore, we propose to use the idea of pseudo F-Measure (Fps ) [7] in the
loss function and to weight labelling errors dynamically depending on their
location to promote readability. The loss function for this dynamic loss Ldyn
can be formulated as follows:
Ldyn = wi · yi · −log(ŷi )
+ wi · (1 − yi ) · −log(1 − ŷi )

(7.5)

The dynamic label weights wi for background pixels are computed in the
same way as the weights for pseudo precision (Pps ) and penalize especially
background labelling errors, which occur in a certain area around foreground
elements. The weights for foreground pixels on the other hand are computed
as the weights for pseudo recall (Rps ) and penalize foreground label errors
more, which affect the center of a line.

7.4

Experiment Design

In this study, we assess the overall binarization performance of our proposed
approach, as well as the impact variations of the footprint size f , the
scale factor sf and the chosen loss function have on this performance.
For this evaluation, we have implemented1 our proposed approach using
TensorFlow 1.0.12 and performed all experiments on a computer with an Intel
i7-6700K quad-core CPU @ 4.00 GHz, 32 GB DDR4 RAM and an Nvidia
GeForce GTX 980. In all experiments, we used the competition datasets
from DIBCO 2009 [8], H-DIBCO 2010 [9], DIBCO 2011 [10], H-DIBCO
2012 [11], DIBCO 2013 [2], H-DIBCO 2014 [12] and H-DIBCO 2016 [4].
The achieved binarization performance was evaluated using the measures
commonly used in these competitions, i.e., F-Measure, Fps , the peak-signal
to noise ratio (PSNR) and the distance reciprocal distortion metric (DRD).
1

The implementation and additional experiment raw data can be found at: https:
//github.com/FlorianWestphal/DAS2018
2
https://www.tensorflow.org
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In general, we train our binarization algorithm on 5 out of the 7 datasets,
while one dataset is used for validation and one is used for testing. For each
evaluated configuration, we train the network 7 times, so that each dataset is
used once for validation and once for testing. In each training run, we train
the network from scratch for 201 epochs, which has been found sufficient
for all network configurations to converge. Here, one epoch consists of 2048
image blocks, which is processed in batches containing 32 image blocks. For
training, we use the Adam optimization algorithm [13] with TensorFlows’
default parameters. After completing the training, we choose the model
which produces the lowest labelling error on the validation set for evaluation.
For our evaluation of the impact of f on the binarization performance,
we evaluate 3 different footprint sizes, f2 , f4 and f8 with a value of 2, 4
and 8 for f respectively. Since we use 5 LSTM cells per input pixel and
input dimension, the number of LSTM cells in all Grid LSTM layers varies
depending on f . In order to avoid an unfair comparison between f2 and f4 ,
we increase the number of LSTM cells per layer for f2 to 20 cells per input
pixel. This ensures similar model complexities for these two configurations.
However, based on initial measurements, we do not see the need to adjust
the model complexity of f2 or f4 when comparing these configurations to f8 .
Additionally to the binarization performance, we evaluate the impact of f
on the training and binarization time.
The impact of sf on the binarization performance is evaluated for 3
different scale factors, sf1 , sf2 and sf4 with a value of 1, 2 and 4 for sf
respectively. Here, sf1 represents the case in which no scale factor is used,
since it results in x1 and x3 being identical at each time step.
Lastly, we evaluate the impact of the used loss function on the binarization
performance. As loss functions, we use the binary cross-entropy loss L,
statically weighted loss functions with a weight of 2, L2stat , and 0.5, L0.5
stat ,
and the proposed dynamically weighted loss function Ldyn .

7.5

Results and Analysis

In the following, we present the results of our experiments to evaluate the
impact of footprint size (Section 7.5.1), scale factor (Section 7.5.2), and loss
function (Section 7.5.3) on the binarization performance of the proposed
algorithm. Additionally, we compare the binarization performance of the
best configuration of our algorithm with other state-of-the-art methods
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Table 7.1: Average training and binarization times for the evaluated footprint
values.

Training (in hours)
Binarization (in seconds)

f2

f4

f8

29.6248
8.4149

7.1041
2.2259

3.6841
1.4121

(Section 7.5.4).

7.5.1

Footprint Impact

As described in the previous section, we measure the impact of different
footprint sizes on the training and binarization time. Table 7.1 shows the
average training times over the 7 training runs, as well as the average
binarization time for all test set images of the 7 runs. These measurements
show that increasing the footprint size and thus decreasing the number of
time steps per image block indeed decreases the training and binarization
time. While going from f2 to f4 yields the expected speedup of 4, a speedup
of only 2 is achieved going from f4 to f8 . This reduced speedup is probably
caused by the lower number of LSTM cells in f4 compared to f8 .
While reducing training and binarization time is a worthwhile goal, this
must not come at the expense of binarization quality. Therefore, we also
analyze the footprint size’s impact on the binarization result. As shown
in Figure 7.1, the binarization quality as measured in Fps is reduced by
choosing a footprint size of 8. In order to quantify this observation, we
perform the Friedman test to assess if there is a statistically significant
difference in the distributions of the measured binarization quality for all
images from the test sets for any of the quality measures. Based on the
results shown in Table 7.2, we can see that there is a statistically significant
difference between the footprint sizes at the p < 0.05 level. An afterwards
performed pairwise Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Holm correction shows
that there is no statistically significant difference in binarization quality
between f2 and f4 , but between f2 and f8 , and f4 and f8 for all 4 quality
measures. This shows that f4 yields the best trade-off between execution
and binarization performance.
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100
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Pseudo F-Measure
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20
10
f2

f4

f8

Figure 7.1: Fps results for the evaluated variations in footprint size for all test set
images. Boxes illustrate the first, second and third quartile; Whiskers indicate the
lowest and the highest value within the 1.5 interquartile range; Dots mark outliers
outside this range
Table 7.2: Results of the Friedman test for the 4 used binarization quality measures
for the evaluated variations in footprint, scale factor and loss function.

Measure
F-Measure
Fps
PSNR
DRD

7.5.2

Footprint
χ2
p
86.116
80.023
82.977
76.256

<
<
<
<

0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

Scale Factor
χ2
p
6.0233
4.4651
5.5116
4.2558

0.049
0.107
0.064
0.119

Loss Function
χ2
p
25.409 < 0.0001
81.516 < 0.0001
27.028 < 0.0001
16.995 0.0007

Scale Factor Impact

Similar to the previous analysis, we perform the Friedman test to identify
differences in the measured binarization performance for the 3 evaluated
scale factors. Based on the p-values reported in Table 7.2, we can see that
there is a statistically significant difference between those scale factors at
the p < 0.05 level only for F-Measure. However, the post-hoc test performed
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Table 7.3: Ranking of all evaluated configurations based on all test set images and
all 4 binarization quality measures.

Configuration
f4
f4
f4
f4

-

sf2
sf1
sf2
sf4

-

Ldyn
Ldyn
L
Ldyn

Score
1158.0
1269.0
1368.0
1381.0

Configuration
f4
f2
f4
f8

-

sf2
sf2
sf2
sf2

-

L2stat
Ldyn
L0.5
stat
Ldyn

Score
1454.0
1474.0
1780.0
2500.0

for F-Measure does not indicate any statistically significant differences for
any pair of scale factors. While there is no significant difference between
the scale factors, we can observe a certain trend by ranking all evaluated
configurations based on their performance on each test set image for each of
the 4 binarization quality measures. The results of this ranking in Table 7.3
show that for the used datasets a scale factor of 2 tends to produce better
binarization results than the other 2 evaluated scale factors.

7.5.3

Loss Function Impact

Figure 7.2 shows the binarization performance achieved by models built using
one of the 4 analyzed loss functions on their respective test dataset. This
box plot shows that all used loss functions produce a similar binarization
performance with L0.5
stat yielding slightly worse binarization results. The
results of the performed Friedman test, as shown in Table 7.2, indicate a
statistically significant difference between the analyzed loss functions at the
p < 0.05 level. When analyzing this difference using a pairwise Wilcoxon
rank-sum test with Holm correction, we see that L0.5
stat is significantly worse
than the other 3 loss functions only for Fps . For all other quality measures,
there is no statistically significant difference between any of the loss functions.
However, based on the ranking in Table 7.3, we can observe the general
trend for the analyzed datasets that L2stat and Ldyn perform similarly well,
while L and L0.5
stat perform worse.

7.5.4

Binarization Performance

Based on the performed statistical analyses and the ranking in Table 7.3, we
can see that the best performing configuration of our binarization algorithm
uses a footprint size of 4 (f4 ), a scale factor of 2 (sf2 ) and was trained using
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Figure 7.2: Fps results for the evaluated loss functions for all test set images.

our proposed dynamically weighted loss function (Ldyn ). In Table 7.4, we
compare this configuration with the mean-wise best performing method in
the H-DIBCO 2016 contest [4], i.e., the method by Hassaine et al., and with
the current state-of-the-art on the H-DIBCO 2016 dataset, i.e., the method
by Vo et al. [5]. For this comparison, we use the models, which were trained
using the H-DIBCO 2016 dataset as test set. From Table 7.4, one can see
that our approach has a higher performance than the method by Hassaine
et al. on F-Measure (FM) and pseudo F-Measure (Fps ), while it has a lower
performance than this method on PSNR and DRD. However, the method
by Vo et al. [5] shows a higher performance than all other approaches.

7.6

Related Work

Over the past decades, many algorithms for image binarization have been
proposed. Those algorithms include global threshold based methods, such
as Otsu’s method [14], local thresholding methods, such as the method by
Sauvola and Pietikäinen [15], as well as graph cut based methods, such as
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Table 7.4: Comparison of different image binarization approaches on the H-DIBCO
2016 dataset [4].
Measure Hassaine et al. Vo et al. f4 -sf2 -Ldyn
FM
Fps
PSNR
DRD

88.72 ± 4.68
91.84 ± 4.24
18.45 ± 3.41
3.86 ± 1.57

90.10 88.79 ± 4.80
93.57 92.53 ± 4.2
19.01 18.43 ± 3.11
3.58 3.98 ± 1.85

Howe’s algorithm [16]. In more recent years, the trend in document image
binarization has shifted from those previous algorithms using hand-crafted
features towards machine learning based methods mostly relying on deep
learning techniques. Most deep learning based image binarization algorithms
use convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [17], such as the approach proposed by Pastor-Pellicer et al. [18], or variations thereof, such as the deep
supervised network (DSN) approach by Vo et al. [5] or the fully convolutional
neural network (FCN) approach by Tensmeyer and Martinez [19].
However, the work most closely related to our own approach is the
approach by Afzal et al. [1], which uses recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
with long short-term memory (LSTM) cells for image binarization. The
main difference to this approach is our evaluation of different footprint sizes,
scale factors and loss functions, as well as an overall improved network
architecture.
While not related to our approach in terms of basic network structure,
the work by Tensmeyer and Martinez [19] is related to our work in their
use of pseudo F-Measure (Fps ) for training. The difference between between
their and our approach is that they use Fps directly as loss function for
training, while we use only the weights of Fps in a weighted cross-entropy
loss function.

7.7

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an RNN based binarization algorithm, which
used the ability of the employed Grid LSTM cells to handle multidimensional
input to incorporate context information in each binarization step. We
have evaluated the execution and binarization performance of our approach
when using different footprint sizes and have identified a significant trade-off
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between execution time and binarization quality with respect to footprint size.
We showed that increasing the footprint size significantly reduces training
and binarization time, at the cost of significantly reducing binarization
performance when increasing the footprint size from 4 to 8. Thus, we
conclude that a footprint size of 4 yields the best trade-off between execution
and binarization performance.
Furthermore, we have analyzed the impact of different scale factors for
additional context information on the binarization performance. However,
we have not found any statistically significant differences in the binarization
performance of the evaluated scale factors. Therefore, we can only make
the observation, based on a ranking of all evaluated configurations, that a
scale factor of 2 tends to perform better on the used DIBCO and H-DIBCO
datasets.
Lastly, we have evaluated the impact of different loss functions on the
binarization performance. Apart from the statistically significant drop in
binarization performance as measured by Fps when using a static weight,
which penalizes foreground errors stronger than background errors, we
could not identify any other statistically significant differences between the
analyzed loss functions. However, the observed trend based on a ranking of
all configurations is that the proposed dynamically weighted cross-entropy
loss tends to perform well.
In a comparison based on binarization performance on the H-DIBCO
2016 dataset between two state-of-the-art solutions and our approach, our
approach ties with the best performing algorithm in the H-DIBCO 2016
competition [4], but shows a lower performance than the currently best
performing approach on this dataset.
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Abstract
A major challenge in document image binarization is the large
variety in appearance of images from different document collections.
This is especially challenging for parameterless, machine learning based
binarization algorithms, which require additional ground truth training
data to generalize or fine-tune to a new image collection. Reducing
this costly labeling effort is relevant to companies and government
institutions, which possess many different document image collections.
One approach to address this problem is interactive machine learning,
which enables a user to guide the fine-tuning process by providing
feedback on the produced binarization result.
In this paper, we evaluate the claim that user guided training
requires less labeled samples to fine-tune a basic model for binarization
to a new image collection. Further, we propose a way to guide user
feedback by visualizing the model’s labeling uncertainty and analyze
the relationship between model uncertainty and binarization quality.
Our experiments show that user feedback biases the model towards
favoring foreground labels, which results in less erased text and thus
better readability than when training samples are chosen randomly.
Additionally, we find that model uncertainty serves as a useful guide
for users and explain how the Dunning-Kruger effect prevents model
uncertainty from being useful for automated sample selection.

8.1

Introduction

Readability of historical documents is a problem for human readers, as well
as for document analysis algorithms, due to common image degradations,
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such as faded ink, bleed-through, or stains covering the text. One widely
used strategy to improve readability is image binarization, which lifts the text
from its background. This is challenging, not only because of the mentioned
image degradations, but also due to the large variety in appearance of
document images from different document collections. Figure 8.1 exemplifies
this variety in form of two images taken from different image collections,
which differ largely with respect to their visual appearance.
Many binarization algorithms, such as the algorithms by Sauvola and
Pietikäinen [1], Kim et al. [2], Su et al. [3], or Howe [4], deal with this
challenge of varying image appearance between image collections by providing
parameters, which can be tuned to the particular dataset. However, the 2017
document image binarization contest (DIBCO) has shown that parameterless
neural network based approaches to binarization perform generally better
than those parameterized approaches [5]. These parameterless approaches
deal with the problem of varying image appearance by requiring training data
from all target collections. This training data is then used to either employ
transfer learning to fine-tune a previously learned model or to train a more
general basic model using all available training datasets. This, however, is
unfeasible, since acquiring ground truth training data for image binarization
is costly, tedious, and time consuming, since every pixel in an image needs
to be labeled as foreground or background respectively.
An alternative to producing ground truth data for an image collection is
to use interactive machine learning, where a user can provide feedback to
the algorithm’s binarization output. This feedback is then used to fine-tune
the respective model. The main assumption in this approach is that such a
user guided re-training would require less labeled data to achieve a higher
improvement in binarization quality than when training examples are chosen
randomly. In this study, we evaluate the validity of this claim for the first
iteration of an interactive training session between a user and a recurrent
neural network based binarization algorithm. Additionally, we evaluate
the use of the neural network’s estimated uncertainty for training example
selection and show how the Dunning-Kruger effect [6] interferes with this
use case.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• analysis of the relationship between network uncertainty and binarization quality
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(a) Image from the H-DIBCO 2016
dataset [7].

(b)
Image
from
AMADI_LontarSet [8].

the

Figure 8.1: Difference in appearance of documents from different collections.

• proposal and evaluation of the use of uncertainty visualization to guide
user feedback
• evaluation of different strategies for providing feedback and fine-tuning
a basic model based on user feedback
Our results show that user provided feedback tends to bias the retrained model towards favoring foreground labels, which leads to less erased
foreground pixels, but slightly noisier binarization results. Further, we find
that providing users with the visualized network uncertainty can lead to
more representative samples and thus better training results.
To the best of our knowledge, interactive machine learning has not yet
been applied to problems in historical document analysis. Therefore, the
work most closely related to ours is the work by Fails and Olsen [9], who
used interactive machine learning for semantic segmentation in real world
images.

8.2

Background

This section describes the general idea of interactive machine learning (Section 8.2.1), as well as the used recurrent neural network (RNN) based
binarization algorithm.
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8.2.1

Interactive Machine Learning

Interactive machine learning (iML) is concerned with “algorithms that can
interact with agents and can optimize their learning behavior through these
interactions, where the agents can also be human” [10]. In order to facilitate
those interactions, an iML algorithm provides interfaces to the external
agent through which the algorithm can receive feedback on its current state.
These interfaces can be designed to receive a reward signal based on the
algorithm’s actions, as in reinforcement learning [11], a direct manipulation
of the algorithm’s underlying model, as described by Kulesza et al. [12], or
new labeled training samples addressing the current shortcomings of the
underlying model. These additional training samples can be solicited by the
algorithm, as in active learning [13], or given by the external agent, due
to perceived shortcomings in the algorithm’s output to a given problem
instance. One example for this latter case would be a user correcting the
binarization output of an iML based binarization algorithm for a particular
image and thus providing more training labels. In this paper, we focus on
this particular interface for iML.

8.2.2

Recurrent Binarization

The underlying binarization algorithm of our iML system is the recurrent
neural network (RNN) based algorithm by Westphal et al. [14]. This algorithm divides a given document image into blocks of 64 × 64 pixels. Each
of these blocks is then read sequentially and individually by four separate
Grid long short-term memory (LSTM) [15] network layers, each starting
from one of the block’s four corners. The output of these layers is combined
and processed by another two Grid LSTM layers. The final binarization
result is achieved through a weighted sum of the outputs of the two Grid
LSTM layers, mapped into the interval between 0 and 1 by the sigmoid
function. Therefore, each pixel in the processed block receives a continuous
value between 0 and 1. To receive the final binarization result, each of these
continuous values is rounded to either 0 (foreground) or 1 (background).

8.3

Estimating Network Uncertainty

As described in the previous section, the binarization algorithm used in
this study labels each image pixel pi as foreground or background by first
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assigning to it a continuous value ŷi ∈ [0, 1] and then deriving its label li
as li = bŷi + 0.5c. Since this turns the value 0.5 into the decision boundary
between foreground and background, we use the distance of the predicted
value ŷi from this decision boundary as measure for the network’s certainty
that it assigned a label correctly. Conversely, the distance between ŷi and
the assigned label li can be viewed as the network’s uncertainty ui , with:

ui = |ŷi − li |

(8.1)

This pixel-level uncertainty estimate can then be used to receive an estimate
of the network’s labeling uncertainty for any given image, simply by averaging
over all pixel uncertainties.
Being able to estimate the network’s uncertainty for a given image or a
particular area of an image has two potential advantages. First, it should
make it possible to identify image areas, which contain many pixels with
assigned labels easily changeable through training, and second it should make
it possible to identify image areas, which have the highest need for change.
The first advantage naturally follows from the definition of our uncertainty
measure, i.e., values with high uncertainty lie close to the decision boundary
and thus are easily moved across it. However, the second advantage hinges on
the relationship between binarization quality and uncertainty, as it assumes
a negative correlation between both.
In order to analyze this relationship, we simplify the possible states of
one pixel with respect to binarization quality and uncertainty to four distinct
states:
• correctly labeled - certain
• correctly labeled - uncertain
• incorrectly labeled - uncertain
• incorrectly labeled - certain
This is a simplification, since there is no sharp border between a certain or
uncertain labeling, in contrast to a correct or incorrect labeling. Depending
on the state of the majority of pixels in a binarized image, we can see that
the relationship between quality and uncertainty changes. As exemplified by
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correct
uncertain

incorrect
certain

incorrect
uncertain

Binarization Quality

correct
certain

Uncertainty

Figure 8.1: Illustration of the possible relationships between binarization quality
and uncertainty, depending on the majority of pixels, with red indicating a positive
correlation and blue indicating a negative correlation.

Figure 8.1, we can expect a negative correlation when the majority of pixels is
either labeled correctly with high certainty or if labeled incorrectly with high
uncertainty. Conversely, one would expect a positive correlation between
binarization quality and uncertainty if the majority of pixels is labeled
correctly with high uncertainty or labeled incorrectly with high certainty.
This means however that uncertainty can be used to select image areas,
which need to be improved, only if the network estimates its uncertainty
correctly, i.e., assigns higher uncertainty to incorrectly labeled pixels. But
since this estimate relies on the network’s ability to label pixels correctly, it
should become susceptible to the Dunning-Kruger effect [6], which describes
the observation that the lack of ability to perform a certain task may also
impede the objective assessment of the correct execution of this task.

8.4

Learning from User Feedback

In this study, our iML system receives user feedback in form of additional
training samples and uses these samples for re-training. Here, it is important
to note that the used binarization algorithm binarizes and trains on blocks
of 64 × 64 pixels at once. Therefore, one training sample for this algorithm
is one such image block. Additional training samples for re-training can be
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obtained from users by letting them correct the network’s shortcomings, i.e.,
by providing the correct labels to mislabeled pixels within one such block,
and thus producing ground truth data for the block.
Since the used feedback mechanism at its core simply provides ground
truth data for training, the question arises: What is the benefit of learning
from user feedback over learning from a ground truth dataset? The answer to
this question is the selection of training samples. While normal training based
on a ground truth dataset would require several images to be completely
labeled and would then randomly select blocks to train on, in the case of
interactive machine learning, blocks to train on are selected by a user and
only those blocks need to be labeled. This should lead to less labeled blocks
and faster improvements in binarization quality, since a user can easily
identify blocks, from which the network can learn the most, i.e., blocks
containing many labeling errors. On the other hand, when blocks are chosen
randomly, there is no such guarantee. In fact, in this case, blocks containing
only background pixels are chosen more often, since document images consist
mostly of background pixels.
Additionally to providing users with the network’s binarization output
to give feedback on, it appears reasonable to visualize the network’s labeling
uncertainty. Since areas of high uncertainty should be easier to change,
as described in the previous section, this may help users to select blocks,
which will lead to easier improvements or prevent changes in pixels for which
the network has found the correct label, but is fairly uncertain about the
labeling result. Such a visualization can be achieved easily by quantization
of the estimated uncertainty and by mapping each of the quantization levels
to a color.
As user feedback focuses on the shortcomings of the current model, a
training set selected in this way may overemphasize rare failure cases, while
omitting common and currently correctly labeled cases. This, in turn, may
lead to worse binarization results after re-training and may increase the
need for labeled training samples. One straightforward strategy to avoid this
situation is to combine the new user provided training samples with training
samples, which were used to build the original model. This combination can
help to learn the correct labeling of identified failure cases without forgetting
how to label common ones. However, this strategy relies on the fact that
the document images on which the original model was trained are similar to
the images of the new image collection, which may not always be the case.
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8.5

Experiment Design

This section describes the overall setup of the conducted experiments (Section 8.5.1), as well as our experiments regarding the relationship between
uncertainty and binarization quality (Section 8.5.2) and the experiments
aimed at evaluating the use of user feedback (Section 8.5.3).

8.5.1

Experiment Setup

All experiments reported in this paper were conducted on a computer with
an Intel i7-6700K quad-core CPU @ 4.00 GHz, 32 GB DDR4 RAM and an
Nvidia GeForce GTX 980. The implementation of the recurrent binarization
algorithm was adapted from the original TensorFlow1 implementation by
Westphal et al. [14] , which was taken from GitHub 2 .
The basic model used as starting point for all conducted experiments
has been trained on the document image binarization contest (DIBCO)
and handwritten document image binarization contest (H-DIBCO) datasets,
DIBCO 2009 [16], H-DIBCO 2010 [17], H-DIBCO 2012 [18], DIBCO 2013 [19],
and H-DIBCO 2014 [20], while the DIBCO 2011 [21] dataset was used for
validation and H-DIBCO 2016 [7] for testing. While the DIBCO and HDIBCO datasets are well suited to build a general model for binarization,
due to their inhomogeneity in appearance, they are, for the same reason,
not suitable for our experiments. Since the main idea of this study is to
re-train a base model to fine-tune it to a particular, homogeneous image
collection, a homogeneous dataset is required. Therefore, we chose the
AMADI_LontarSet [8], which consists in total of 100 images with associated
ground truth, and extracted two collections of visually similar images from
it. These collections are the Bangli set, a collection of 14 images from the
Bangli collection, and the IIIC set, a collection of 17 visually similar images
taken from four different collections. Each of these two collections is split
into two subsets of 7 or 8/9 images respectively, which are then used for
training or testing.
In all conducted experiments, the binarization quality will be assessed
using only pseudo F-Measure (Fps ). While other common binarization
performance measures, such as F-Measure, peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
and distance reciprocal distortion metric (DRD) were considered, they are
1
2
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omitted here, since they either show the same result as Fps , in case of
F-Measure, or overemphasize background labeling errors. This overemphasis
can be problematic in initial phases of fine-tuning, as it favors labeling
trade-offs, which erase text and thus make the document content illegible.
Furthermore, since we are mostly interested in the improvement in
binarization performance with respect to the base model, we compute the
(t)
relative Fps improvement (F̃ps ) of a re-trained model t as follows:

(t)

(t)
F̃ps
=

(base)

Fps − Fps
(f inal)

Fps

(base)

(8.2)

− Fps

(t)

Here, Fps denotes the binarization quality achieved by a re-trained
(base)
(f inal)
model t, while Fps
and Fps
denote the quality achieved by the base
model and a model completely trained on the target collection’s training set
respectively.

8.5.2

Evaluating Uncertainty and Binarization Quality

In order to analyze the relationship between network uncertainty and binarization quality, we compute a model’s uncertainty on all images of a
given test set and measure then the binarization performance of this model.
Based on these values, we can compute Pearson’s correlation coefficient ρ to
measure the linear correlation between uncertainty and binarization quality.
We compute this correlation coefficient for the seven used DIBCO and
H-DIBCO datasets by training a model on all but two of these datasets, and
use one of the held out datasets for validation and the other for testing. We
then combine the results for network uncertainty and binarization quality
on the test dataset from all these seven models by standardizing them, and
compute their overall correlation coefficient. Similarly, we combine the two
sub-collections of the Bangli and IIIC dataset by building two models per
dataset, standardizing their results and then combining them.
While there is only one final model in case of the DIBCO and H-DIBCO
datasets, for the Bangli and IIIC dataset, we look at the correlation coefficient
for the base model, as well as for the final model, i.e., the model produced
from the base model after training to convergence using the respective
training dataset.
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8.5.3

Evaluating Feedback Strategies

In this paper, we evaluate five different feedback strategies for selecting image
blocks to train on. These strategies are random selection (frnd ), selection
based on readability (fr ), selection based on uncertainty and readability (fur ),
as well as a combination of fr or fur selected blocks and blocks from the
base model’s training set, denoted as frc and furc respectively. For fr , we
had one user selecting an equal amount of image blocks from all training set
images, adding up to a total of 512 blocks per training set. These blocks
were selected based on the user’s perception of which mislabeled blocks
affected the readability most negatively. The same amount of image blocks
was selected by the same user for fur with the key difference that the user
had access to the network’s visualized uncertainty and could therefore make
use of this knowledge during selection.
Since the overall aim of this study is to reduce the number of labeled
image blocks, we analyze the impact different selection strategies have on
the binarization performance when taking subsets from the 512 selected
training blocks of size 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512. Each of these five subsets
is then used to re-train the base model for 5 training epochs with a batch
size of 8 blocks per batch. The produced models are then used to assess the
strategy’s impact on the binarization performance. However, while frc and
furc use the same image blocks as fr and fur respectively, their number of
training blocks is always twice as large, since they combine, e.g., 32 blocks
from fr with another 32 blocks from the base model’s training set.

8.6

Results and Analysis

In this section, we present the results of our evaluation of the relationship
between uncertainty and binarization quality (Section 8.6.1), as well as the
evaluation results for the different feedback strategies (Section 8.6.2).

8.6.1

Uncertainty and Binarization Quality

Table 8.1 shows the correlation coefficients and binarization quality measured
in Fps for the DIBCO/H-DIBCO, Bangli and IIIC datasets. In case of the
DIBCO/H-DIBCO datasets, we can see the negative correlation between uncertainty and binarization quality, one would expect from a model proficient
in labeling images from a certain dataset. This is the case, since the majority
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Table 8.1: Correlation coefficients, and average Fps and uncertainty results for the
analyzed datasets and models.

DIBCO/H-DIBCO
Bangli (base)
Bangli (final)
IIIC (base)
IIIC (final)

ρ

Fps

uavg

-0.416
0.158
0.157
0.813
0.444

90.960
27.930
54.797
51.003
58.160

0.013
0.045
0.044
0.025
0.052

of pixels is labeled correctly with high certainty, while mislabeled pixels have
a high uncertainty (cf. Figures 8.1a and 8.1b). Therefore, uncertainty could
be used to identify blocks, which should be used for training.
However, for the base model applied to the Bangli and IIIC dataset, we
observe a positive correlation with relatively low binarization performance.
This is caused by a majority of pixels being labeled either incorrectly with
high certainty or correctly with high uncertainty. Figures 8.1c and 8.1d
exemplify this by showing that, in case of the Bangli dataset, the base
model has the tendency to mislabel foreground pixels with high confidence,
explaining the low binarization performance. This resembles the DunningKruger effect, since the network’s lack in proficiency to find the correct
foreground labels also impedes its estimation of its own uncertainty.
While one would expect a better uncertainty estimate and thus a negative
correlation between uncertainty and binarization quality after training to
convergence on a collection’s training set, this is not the case for the Bangli
and IIIC dataset, as shown in Table 8.1. This observation is especially
striking for the Bangli dataset, as we see no change in neither correlation
nor average uncertainty. However, when looking at the example images in
Figures 8.1e and 8.1f, we can see that the labeling performance changes from
labeling the majority of pixels incorrectly with high certainty towards labeling
the majority of pixels correctly with high uncertainty. Thus, the correlation
remains positive, even though the binarization performance increases. While
not visible in the shown examples, we can observe that the overall average
uncertainty stays the same between base and final model, because the areas
of increased uncertainty are re-distributed through training, from the dark
background regions of the image towards the foreground text.
Lastly, we observe for the Bangli and IIIC dataset that foreground pixels
are assigned a high uncertainty after training, compared to the DIBCO and
H-DIBCO datasets (cf. Fig. 8.1b and 8.1f). This appears to be an artifact
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caused by the fact that the AMADI_LontarSet provides two ground truth
images for each image, which do not always agree with each other or with
the actual source image. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the
network does not reach the same level of certainty in labeling foreground
pixels than when being trained on one reliable ground truth dataset.

8.6.2

Feedback Strategies

Figure 8.2 shows the relative improvements in Fps for all images of the
Bangli dataset, which were achieved by models trained according to the five
evaluated strategies on 32, 64, 128, 256 or 512 training blocks. In order
to find statistically significant differences between the different strategies
and numbers of used training blocks, we perform the Friedman test between
all strategies and training block numbers. This test shows a statistically
significant difference between strategies and number of blocks used for
training at the p < 0.05 level. Therefore, we perform pairwise Wilcoxon ranksum tests with Holm correction to find differences between the strategies.
The most interesting finding from these pairwise tests is that fr and fur
perform consistently, statistically significantly better than frnd trained on
32 blocks, given that fr and fur trained on more than 32 blocks. While this
appears like a low bar, it is not achieved by any of the other strategies, which
indicates that these two strategies produce a better binarization performance
with less training samples. Furthermore, it can be seen from Figure 8.2 that
fur produces models, which perform more consistently and better than fr .
The main reason for this may be that including considerations about the
network uncertainty in the selection process lead the user to create more
representative training sets, which result in better models.
Additionally, one can observe from Figure 8.2 that frc and furc tend to
perform worse in relation to the other strategies the more blocks are used for
training. This appears to be the case due to the dissimilarity between the
DIBCO/H-DIBCO datasets and the Bangli dataset, which prevents a proper
fine-tuning to the Bangli dataset if too many DIBCO/H-DIBCO samples
are used for re-training.
The results for the IIIC dataset are omitted here, since they are not
sufficient to draw any conclusions about the evaluated five strategies. This
may be the case, since the base model performs well on the IIIC dataset and
training does not result in a large improvement over this initial performance,
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(a) DIBCO 2016 - binarization result.

(b) DIBCO 2016 - uncertainty visualization.

(c) Base model - binarization result.

(d) Base model - uncertainty visualization.

(e) Final model - binarization result.

(f) Final model - uncertainty visualization.

Figure 8.1: Binarization result and uncertainty estimate for different models on the
image from Fig. 8.1a and 8.1b. Red identifies high uncertainty pixels, while low
uncertainty pixels are shown in blue.
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as shown in Table 8.1. Therefore, the potential room for improvement
may not be large enough to observe clear differences between the different
strategies.

Relative Pseudo F-Measure Improvement

6
5
4

frnd
fr
frc
fur
furc

3
2
1
0
−1
−2
−3
32

64

128

256

512

Figure 8.2: Relative improvements in Fps for the different feedback strategies
and different numbers of feedback blocks for the Bangli dataset. The strategies
depicted in this plot are random selection (frnd ), selection based on readability (fr ),
selection based on uncertainty and readability (fur ), and the respective combined
approaches (frc ) and (furc ). Boxes illustrate the first, second and third quartile;
Whiskers indicate the lowest and the highest value within the 1.5 interquartile range;
Dots mark outliers outside this range.

8.7

Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that the relationship between network uncertainty and binarization performance depends on the network’s labeling
proficiency. While well trained networks show a negative correlation between
uncertainty and binarization performance, networks not trained on images
from a particular collection tend towards a positive correlation between
these two measures. We have argued that this positive correlation is caused
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by the network’s overconfidence in its incorrect label assignments, which
is caused by the network’s low proficiency - a problem reminding of the
Dunning-Kruger effect. This behavior however makes it impossible to use
only network uncertainty as guide when selecting training samples.
While insufficient on its own, we have shown that visualizing network
uncertainty can help users to select sets of training samples, which produce
models with better and more consistent binarization performance than if
training samples are selected randomly or only based on readability. We
attribute this effect to two factors. The emphasis on correctly labeling
foreground pixels by selecting training samples based on readability on the
one hand and the creation of a more representative training set by selecting
samples based on uncertainty on the other. While selecting feedback samples
based on uncertainty and readability appears to be the best feedback strategy,
we are only able to show this clearly for one dataset. This current limitation
will be addressed in future work evaluating if this claim holds for more
datasets and users.
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ABSTRACT
Large collections of historical document
images have been collected by companies and government institutions for
decades. More recently, these collections have been made available to a larger public via the Internet. However, to
make accessing them truly useful, the
contained images need to be made readable and searchable. One step in that direction is document image binarization,
the separation of text foreground from
page background. This separation makes
the text shown in the document images
easier to process by humans and other
image processing algorithms alike. While
reasonably well working binarization algorithms exist, it is not sufficient to just
being able to perform the separation of
foreground and background well. This
separation also has to be achieved in an
efficient manner, in terms of execution
time, but also in terms of training data
used by machine learning based methods. This is necessary to make binarization not only theoretically possible, but
also practically viable.
In this thesis, we explore different ways to
achieve efficient binarization in terms of

execution time by improving the implementation and the algorithm of a stateof-the-art binarization method. We find
that parameter prediction, as well as
mapping the algorithm onto the graphics
processing unit (GPU) help to improve its
execution performance. Furthermore, we
propose a binarization algorithm based
on recurrent neural networks and evaluate the choice of its design parameters
with respect to their impact on execution
time and binarization quality. Here, we
identify a trade-off between binarization
quality and execution performance based
on the algorithm’s footprint size and
show that dynamically weighted training
loss tends to improve the binarization
quality. Lastly, we address the problem of
training data efficiency by evaluating the
use of interactive machine learning for
reducing the required amount of training
data for our recurrent neural network
based method. We show that user feedback can help to achieve better binarization quality with less training data and
that visualized uncertainty helps to guide
users to give more relevant feedback.
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